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. ODMOBILE WILL BE HERE THURSDAY
Seen64-leard Murray Fire Department Is
Around
Called To Fire At Benton
Murray

(
.1 :I. WW1.
•:*

Murray Man
Dies Monday

Final Rites Held
For Lester Farmer

Calloway County Quota This
Year Is 225 Pints Of Blood

Funeral services for Lester
(Whitie) Farmer were held this
morning at ten a.m. at the chaVictor H. Wilitern of 504 pel of the J. H. Churchill FunNorth Sixth Street was claim- eral Home with Dr. Samuel R
The Red Cross Bloodmobile Sigma Department of the Woed by death yesterday at the Dodson, Jr., officiating.
will be in Murray Thursday at man's Club, Lions, and Kiwan
age of 87. He was pronounced
Active pallbearers were John
dead on arrival at the Murray. T. Irvan, Osro Butterworth, the First Methodist Church. Cal- is Clubs to keep it going.
How much does this stave the
Galloway County Hospital at Harding Galloway, Edwin Cain, loway County's quota is 225
four p. m.
Billy Tidwell, and Beale Out- pints. Citizens will receive the patient? Hospitals who do not
opportunity to provide for the participate in this
Mr. Williams was a member land.
program
at the Brooks Cbapel United
Honorary pallbearers were blood needs of their family for charge between $25 and $50
the
coming year by coming to per pint in addition to the cross
Methodist Chunch, where fu- Vernon Stubblefield, se., Leon
neral services will be held Hale, Gerry Requarth, John the bloodmobile and donating matching and transfusion costs.
It is not unusual to need from
edneeday at two p. m. with Stamps, Luther Robertson, Bry- a pint of blood.
The following questions are 1 to 50 pints during a single
Layne Shankiin officiat an Tolley, Leon Phillips, Earl
illDouglas, Jim Hart, Gus Robert- frequently aslind and the answ- ness or operation. The Calloway
ers
are printed here in an at- County Chapter has records a
will be in the church son, Sr., Arthur Farmer, Herwith the arrange- shell Corn, Clete Farmer, and tempt ,to clarify points of in- many of our citizens who have
terest.
used over 50 pints. A blood illby the J. H. Churchill C. D. Vinson, Jr.
Who can donate blood? Any- ness of long duration can literHome where friends
Burial was in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrange- one between the ages of 18 and ally ruin victims financially, if
is are three daught. ments by the J. H. Churcgl 60 who is in good physical con- they have not provided in addition. Doctors and nurses are vance for their blood needs.
E. Culver of Cal- Funeral Home.
Is there any substitute for
. Hilda Mae Dick
Mr. Farmer, age 66, died Sun- on hand to take medical histor
Five, and Mrs. day at the Murray-Calloway les and give examinations:Some blood? Absolutely not. Unlike
persons are twt permitted to many medicines, anti-biotics,
um of Murray County Hospital.
se sons, Rudy
Survivors include his. wife, donate because of diseases pain killers, there is no subLouis, Mo., Sgt. Mrs. Myrtle Jones Farmer; which they have had in the stitute for blood, and it can
Florida, and daughter, Mrs. Max (Avonell) past. Many precautions are ob- mean the difference between
oi
mis ieur
rs: Carlisle; three grandchildren, served for the donor's safety, life and death.
ff I am out of town for surMaxine, Russell and Candy Car- including disposable needles.
If I donate a pint of blood gery or treatment can I get the
o iaude
Dex- lisle; two brothers,/Arty and
how will it benefit me? You as- Wood I need? Yes, awwhere in
Lamer Farmer.
sure yourself and your family the country, by contacting the
ix; twe
of having all the blood you need Calloway County Red Cross
cit
for a year. "Family" is defined chapter and asking to have
Orbe
it
as husband or wife;' children replaced.
hio;
under 18; children over .18 unWhy should I go to the bloodable to donate blood; parents; mobile Thursday to give a pint
parents-in-law,
grandparents, of blood? Because it will be
and grandparents-in-law.
extremely risky for you not to
If 1 donate how will it bene- go. You can no longer depend
Jay Richey, National South fit the community? If the quo- on "somebody elm" to provide
Region vice president of ta is met, every citizen in the for your blood needs and those
attended the Georgia county will receive all the of your family. You, or one
of
FBLA Convention hi At- blood they need until the end your loved ones, may be
in
of this fiscal year.
April 35-27.
critical need of a pint or more
r his part of the prevent, If 1 AM :physically rejecte ef blood during the
coining
brought greetings from the when I offer to give blood do years. If it is not availabl
e, and
office and encouraged I receive a Red Cross Credit you have not made the effort
We always enjoy human nature,
Card?
tiers
attend
to
Yes.
the
Natto
keep
the local blood proIt follows patterns centuries old.
Leadership Conference In
What is done with the blood gram, who can you blame?
collecte
June
15-17,
d?
by reviewing
It is packaged, typed
Hours are from 10:00 am. to
W. enley pictures like the Waghlights of the National and processed at the Regional 4:00 p.m. at the First Methohoo 'Nei., the old Bobcat who
p Conference the pre- Blood Center in Nashville. It is dist Church, Thursday, May 8.
finally retired in ease on an isyear. He introduced the then returned to participating
land where he remained the
te officers and installed hospitals for use of patients
king
either in the form of blood,
into office.
, on May 5-8, Jay will go blood plasma, gamma globulin,
Our Marina, the third oldest,
thmtic City, New Jersey, or other derivatives. Murraynow
El Toro, California, reattend the National Distri- Calloway County Hospital ord4 ceivedat his
orders for overseas
ve Education Clubs of ers the blood it needs and
recently. He's due in Okinawa
ries Convention. He is a keeps it availabale for patients
Cry
by June 10. We hope he stays
special guest to ;serve on a when they need it.
Mrs.
there, but most probably he
Why does the hospital need
panel of representatives of sevJack Jones of Union City,
Yandall Wrather of 1605 Far- affairs serving as
will be staged from there for
Lieutenant ise Ou
ne eral youth organizations. Also, an emergency list of donors of Tenn., soe-in-law of Mr. and
Curd, Mrs.
Viet Narn Will be home before mer Avenue, prominent Mur- Governor of Lions Club,
charter
, one while he is there, he will ex- fresh blood' Because it is not Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Sr., of
ray men, passed away this member of the Kentuck
Feltner,
he leaves.
Mury Lake
three plain and discuss F'BLA and always possible to foresee the ray, died suddenly Monday
morning at 3:30 at the Baptist
Hudson, school
at
exact
outline
type
that will be needed nine p. m. at his home.
the year's activities.
Fourth oldest is still at Fort Memorial Hospital, Memphis,
each presented a all
(Continued on Page Six;
Blood keeps only 21 days and
The
decease
d
Tenn.
was
Leonard Wood, Missouri. Should
Mrs. Olga „Freeman, librar53 years of
the hospital does not want to age.
ian, and Mrs. Margaret WinchesThe deceased entered the
be home soon also after axorder
more
than
it
needs.
Survivor
Thus
s are his wife, Mrs.
ter, remedial reading instruct0 tensive training in heavy equip- hospital on April 16 and had
an emergency donor is some- Imogene Bailey Jones
undergone surgery since that
or, were each presented cosof Unment operation.
times
needed
until the center ion City, Tenn.; his parents,
time.
tume jewelry.
can
get the blood type needed and Mrs. William Jones Mr.
Wrather, age 83, had retired
Gerald Coles, president, was
All four have served, with no
of
to
the
hospital.
Nashville, Tenn.; three daughMember
April
s
of the Murray High in charge of the business meet30, 1958 after nearly 33
draft card burners, concientHow
often
ter's,
can
a
person
Mrs.
doSchool
Richard Council clf
Pareet-Teacherr Assoc- ing. The second grade won'the
ious objectors, protestors, peace years service in the US. Denate blood? Once every 8 weeks Nashville, Tenn.,
partment of Agriculture and iation will have their annual room count and received
Mrs. Mike
marchers, etc. in the bunch.
Fleetwood Crouch of the one and hile not Deer, mouth. for a maximu
the
Palmer
m
of
5 times a
and Mrs. Laura Jones,
four years as vocational agri- pet-tuck supper Thurolay at banner.
Lynn Grove Milling Company It is in excellent condition. year.
larch of Union City, Tenn.;
8:30 p. m. in the Austin (isleRefreshments were served by observed his 50th anniversary
This is • great nation and we culture teacher.
Powered by a steam engine
Can pregnant women donate! soon, Stephen B. Jones of one
Wrather was a graduate of
the second grade mothers.
consider it an honor to serve
NashIn the business on Monday, May from 1900 when it was built, No,
not until 12 months after ville, Tem.; three sisters,
President Aude McKee hopes
Lynn Grove High School and
and
when called.
the mill was converted to diesel delivery
5.
.
six
the
grandchi
members will bring their
ldren.
the University of Kentucky. He
•
engines in 1928. The diesel enLs
there
any
Funeral
cost
for Red
Crouch started in the busarrangements are intaught vocational agriculture in families for this get-together.
This May sun will burn.
Cross blood' The Murray-CaHo- complete, but fritter's
iness in 1919 after he brought
Pulaski and Lincoln counties Officers for next year will be
may call
(Continued on Paso Six)
way
County Hospitals pays the at the White-Rom
the business from Burie Miller
Funeral
Reading' about an English tea- and was county agent of Mor- installed. They are President,
regional center $5.00 per pint Home at Union City, Tenn.
cher who complained that his gan County for ten years before Mr. Autle McKee; vice-presi- Kathleen Madrey of Murray and Myers.
This
cost
is
passed
dent,
along
to
Mrs.
the
John T. Irwin secre- has been elected correspo
textbook was sorely out of date. joining the US. Soil ConservaThe mill was built in 1900 by
nding
patient with a charge for crosstary, Mrs. 4. K. Carpenter; secretar
y of Phi Beta lAmbda, Dr. C. N. Crawford, a practicHe said for instance the sen- tion Service.
SIX CITID
matching and for actual transtreasure
r,
Mr.
and
Wrather
Mrs.
's
career
William
spanned
national honorary business or- ing physician at Lynn Grove,
tence in the book "I took the
fusion.
Boyd.
some
of
the
greatest
advance
s
ganization, at Murray State Uni- and Mr. Ferguson. They later
pill and then went to bed", does
The Hazel Woman's Club will
Six persons were cited by
Does this cost pay all exParents a all Murrey High versity.
not have the same connotation in agriculture and natural resold it to Miller and Myers.
meet Thursday, May 8, at seven penses of the local blood pro- the Murray Police Department
School
students
,
grades 7-12, Miss Madrey is the daughter
it did when the book was wnt- source conservation.
The building is constructed p.m, at the club room at Hazel. gram? No, the Calloway Coun- on Monday. They were four for
The Morgan County Farm are urged to attend this meet- of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Madrey
•ten fifteen years ago.
Lew Wallace of Murray State ty Red Cross chapter has paid public drunkenness, one for
ing
to get involved in PTA of
from
white oak timber which
and Home Improvement AssocRoute 1. She is a junior genUniversity will be the speaker. the expenses for all drives for speeding, and one for driving
wort for the benefit of the
was
cut
iation
from
was
forrribd
the
ground
while
Wranow
eral business major with minThe following appeared in the
youth of Murray.
occupied by the mill. The mill His subject will be 'Patriotism". many years out of local funds. %bile intoxicated and on a reAmerican Legion Magazine and ther was County Agent to proors in psychology and sociology.
The installation of new offic- Last year special donations were voked license.
now
standing is the original
was written by Helen M. Vorra. mote and develop agriculture in
ers for the ensuing year will be rue& by the Moose Lodge, the
Oh, lovely bird of scarlet hue the county.
conducted by Mrs. David GowWrather served as soil scienThe things that I go through for
an*, past president of the Murtist
for
SCS
Mayfiel
at
d
before
you!
ray Woman's Club.
Trudging through the snow and moving to Marshall County as
All members are urged to atconserva
soil
tionist. While in
sleet
tend.
To place the weds for you to Marshall SCD he was instrumental in promoting one of the
eat.
Building shelters from the cold, "Conservation Caravan field
WOW MERTINor
Chasing cats that are too bold. days".
He
was
assigned.
. to the CalSlipping quickly out of sight
The regular meeting of the
If it should please you to alight. loway County SCD in 1949. He
Murray Comp Woodmen of the
And all for just one thrilling gave valuable assistance to
World will be held at the WOW
Murray State University's pace'
note
Hall on Thineday, May 8, at
setting
"Conser
vation
Wo-kThat bursts forth gaily from
7:30 p. m.
shop" for teachers. This workyour throat
shop
gave
teachers valuable
As you sit proudly up so high,
And serenade the summer sky. background in conservation to
kBut one thing sadly puzzles use in all grades and subjects.
Awarded the USDA Certifi""' me—
Why must you choose my cate of Merit for outstanding
United Prose labsevetlesea
performance as a Soil Conse.rvaneighbor's tree?
lionise commendations from
We envy people who can put -Regional Directors, State Con
by United Press international
a thought into words so suc- servationists, ,and others, but
Fair • to partly cloudy and
his
prize
accompl
ishment
.was
a
cinctly.
continued worm through Wedwarm personal letter and citanesday. Wily scattered thunPictured hers are throe members, Gerald Young,
Our wildflower is up again and tion from the first Chief of
dershowers west tonight and
Max
Pictured inside the Lynn Greve
Omar and Ken Jones, of the Chi pledge class of Pi Kappa
SCS Hugh H. Bennett.
east Wednesday. High -today in
Mill are (left to righ t) Fleetwood Crouch,
Al(Continued en Page Shi)
Gorden
Creech, Mrs. Gordon Crouch and J.
Wrather was active in civI
pha
fraterni
ty,
PAW,
distribu
ting pledge cords for the Red
D. Elkins.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie) the 80s. Low tonight in the 50s
Cross
6
Bloechne
•
bile
visit. May S. This is the second year that
and 60s.
the Pikes hay, helped in this community project,
0
t
a
• .7.77•70.77lrirmirealect"ereeme•nrowerr.--------Lassiter & McKinney Detain
Inc. is now open at 810 SycaThe Murray Fire Department investigation. The
sheriff tent- more Street. The film is the
was called last night about 8:00 atively estimated
the damage authorized dealer for
p.m. to aid the Benton fire de- at $75,000.00.
Detain
•I
and has a full line of parts and
A reader calls in to ask what partment in a fire et the BentThe fire apparently started
service for this automobile.
to do with the other egg after on Elementary School cafeter- In two different places
in the
James (Jiggs) Lasaiter and
you have banged them together. ia.
building. The major part of Dan
MeKirmey are owners Of
A pumper truck and six men the damage was
Well now, as we see it there
caused by a
are two courses of action one were sent
the fire which fire which started in a teacher's the firm. They also own end
operate Lassiter & McKinney
might take. Remove another according to a spokesman from office near the cafeteri
a and Glass Company.
egg from the carton, bang the the Murray Fire Department, another fire was found
behind
McKinney will be the mantwo together, and continue this was out of control when they a freezer in the kitchee.
ager of the new automobile
process until you have enough arrived.
The fire in the kitchen was
firm. Lassiter has been in the
broken eggs, then put the last
The fire, discovered by the apparently started by
putting automobile business in Murray
egg back into the carton. The school janitor about 5:30 p. m., paper behind the
freezer and for the past
•
twenty years sad
other way, is, if you want to completely gutted the cafeter- igniting it. Papers were
found McKinney has been an
cook two eggs, is to break the ia and caused extensive smoke scattered on the floor
meson
of
both
bate for seven years.
second egg in the old fashioned dame to the rest of the 32 the kitchen and the
teacher's The showroom will
room school building.
method.
soon
office.
completed and the grand
Marshall County Sheriff Joe
ing
of the firm will be
You find nice folks everywhere. Tom Balboni said he suspected
about the middle of Juni.
The second oldest had motor- aroma and has .requested the
Mr. Lassiter and Mr.
cycle trouble out on the Wis- state fire marshal to melte an
ney stressed that
well Road, at the crossroad
complete maintenance
where the,store is rd.We
go out to help him
WASHINGTON (UPI) — No parts and service for
• front wheel. He left We
disc Jelin&ry actiels will be gun automobile and
there by the store port&
taken against members of the people of Murray
we got back the helmet was
crew or anyone Mse involved 2.0tulty to visit
gone.
sto :leiehandicepuftolik
t sonwho run
In the seizure of the USS !Amore.
ts,.
Pueblos by North Korea. Navy
the
when they closed. A knock
Secretary Jelin 14. Chile, said
Qn theakaar-and.lbay Aeine
and opened up to get the bslChafe% said a Hwy Court
met A small gesture one trey
of inquire recommeaded that
you look at it, but a helmet 6
Ph. shills captain, Cmdr.
a helmet and it costs money.
The
Lloyd M. "Ocher, be tried by
• They figured it would be safer
general mart martial, but ParentInside the store thanhaVLoat
said he and ether renking na- its Ap
kc
beside thi porch. T
val authorities overruled the with
beer
suggestion.
Solecism means a mistake in
Ch
grammar, or a deviation from
WISTSIDO MEET
The Westside Homemakers
the normal or accepted manner
Club will meet Thursday, May
That's one weed we never used.
at 12:30 p.m,44..thsi home of
Ws. Pat Bogard.
Our Chestnut trees are leafing
Vanden Niretiew
out.

who attended an Allied
sly at the Holiday Inn,
K. Smith, Allied Mills
Jackson, Tenn.; Wayne
Edrington of Arlington,
egional Sales Manager;
Birmingham Minine Co.,
rid Shelton, Farmington
dairy farmer of Murray;
search, Libertyville, ill.;
,nneth Winn, Fredonia.

i •

Datstm Automobil.
Dealer Open For
Business In Murray

BULLET!N

ell

across thousands of logs
of the Machian River to
ompany's annual 10-day
3f timber will float down.
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HEISE

ANNOUNCES
HIS
CANDIDACY

COUNCIL
IRRAY
13)
to serve?

Ty member of
>onsibility to
r the community
should, where
I through active

my past work
and admini; duties of a

IND VOTE
:CIATED.

ti

Mrs.0
Cravat
Hazel

Jay Ri
Attends

t

Yandall Wrather,
Conservationist,
Dies Early Today

Jack Jones
Dies Suddenly

ynn Grove Miffing Company
Observes 50th Anniversary

Murray High PTA
To Meet Thursday

Miss Madrey Is
Named Secretary

Woman's Club At
Hazel To Meet

WEATHER REPORT

%Inv.
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has. Ososolidalion of the Mums Incisor.'Ms Calloway Thaw sad
Ths Thiss-Herald. October al, 11131. and the West Kentanklele.
/assem7 1, UM.
MS N. 4th Street. laterniy. ILasateelks OM
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JAMES C.
PUBLISHER
we mine the eight to reject any Advertastag.
Letters to the SEW.
er Public Voice Items which. In our opinion. are not for the bid
habsnist of our readers.
REPRIIIENTATITICS: WALLACE WITIMIR
00, LEM
ALve., Memphis. Tenn . Time es Life Bids, New York, N.Y.
Ilespbemion Bide.. Detroit. Mebane/red at the Post Office, Murray. Kenfancy, for transansMon cc
Second Clams Matter
11.111101PTION RAT= By carrier in Murray. per
masa Mg. per
Mob& us& In Canons" and adjoining 0OUDOIS, per
year. MIO;
Zones 1 & 1, $13.00; Maanbere $14.00. All asrvicie subscription
s $1.00.
loosiring st His now power trots are Cartoon Parini. Mil-The OaboisaMns ads Ann al a ConsmomIty Is the
ton Mann% Howard Crittenden, Mill
Inasoky 0 Its Nevreepapre
Owen, Feersi
.
Parrildt, Earl Penes, Calvin Key, W. L Miller, Wier
Berea
Jeffrey, and Emesses Cheney.
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Almanac
by United Press Intensationel
Today is Tuesday, May 6, the
136th day of 1969 with 239 to
follow.
The moon is between its full
hue and last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus.
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are WAIF
cury and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1935, the Works Progrees
Administration - WPA - we/

And Jews Are
Closer Now
By LOUIS CASSELS
By United Press Intertiati0141

latoprovide
estrkimfor tbby?ingras
wo
unemployed.
In 1937, the German dirigible
Hindenburg exploded at Lakeburst, N. J. Thirty-six paellagers were killed.
In 1941, Stalin replaced V.
M. Molotov as premier of the
Soviet Union.
In 1967, the Greek military
junta suspended parliamen
and abolished popular elections
A thought for the day Weahington Irving said, "A woanan-s /mu= •,' - --- __
affections."

Recent theological develops*.
sts offer hope for major improvement in relations between Christians and Jews.
Both in the Roman Catholic
Cheryl Mae Jamie, the girl.
Church and in major Protestant
MARK MAY GRAVE
communions, Christian theology
Is moving toward aclmovdedgment that the Jews are still God's
'
4
people in a special sense.
This trend is important be- j
1Pr
cause it strikes at one of the
moulmir1"'
/4
principal ideological roots of anti-semitism among Chr
INmee 1826
The traditional Christian
which
has
held sway among
INTIHNATIONAL
By UNITED
testants and catholics for many
Q - My son will soon be dis- centuries, is that the appearance
EUILDIES OF PINE
charged from the Army after of Jesus fulfilled God's promi
se
SMOKE THAT IN YOUR PIPE
ASIMORIALS
LONG BEACH, Calif. - Capt. J. Edward Snyder Jr. of the battletwo years of service. He receiv- to send the Jews a messi
ah or
Appearing before the
Porter White - Manager
Addy New Jersey, after declaring that "oaly an idiot" would decid
colleg
ed
educat
his
e
ion
under
savior.
e
Senate Commerce Committee
111 Maple St. 753-2512
against sending the sup for another tour of duty off Vietn
the War Orphans Education AsAccording to this view, the
am:
Washington, U.S. Surgeon
in
sistan
"They told me I had command for two years ... if I'm not courtce program. Will he be refusal of a majority
A Ford tractor power train
of Jews to
General William Stewart
martialed for what I've said today."
worth more than $3,9110.00 was entitled to any additions' edu- recognize Jesus as the long
asks Congress to strengthen
presented recently to Calloway cation assistance under the GI. awaited messiah resulted
in
the warning on cigarette
Bill?
i
WASHINGTON - Dr. Heins F. Eichentrald, warni
rogation of the ancient "co
,'. --,..r
ng that mis- County High School by Ford
packs about the dangers of
,c---' ..-A
Yea.
1:
.1,.
1 12, 8
recent
leading advertising can cause the public to view antibi
A
law In- nant" under which the
otics as Motor- Company's US. Tractor crease
Jews
besmoki
ng.
The
only
e
warni
d the aggregate amount came
ng
papaceas:
and
Implement
Operations.
God's "chosen people. God
rUL THEATI-ti
required now is: "Caution:
"There are no harmless antibiotics."
The donation arranged by Bill- of Veterans Administration edu- thereupon establ
isheda
new
coveCigarette smoking may be
ington-Forsee Tractor Company, cational assistance which a vet- nant with the
THE BOMB-BY-MAIL murder
followers of Christ, trial
hazardous to your health."
of Orville E. Stifel H
NEW YORK. Moeda J. Sleet Jr., whose Photograph of Marti Is part of a continuing Ford eran may receive under two or and the church
became "the new (abov
n progr
more
progr
ams
from
36
to de Israel
am to support the agrie)
Luther King's widow won a Pulitzer prize:
is
under
way
in
,"
months.
"I hadn't thought about 'riming. I didn't even know what time cultural community.
As a logical extension of this Cleveland, the first capital
Assuming your son received
Donated under the Company's
they were to be announced."
doctrine, Christians looked 'siva offense case in federal court
corporate contributions pro- 38 months of VA benefits UnACADEMY AWARDS WINNER
Judai
sm as a fossil rellgieWit there in four decades. Stifel,
gram, the power train consists der the War Orphans program,
22.
MIAMI - Isadore Lazarus of Miami, describing the treat
Cincin
nati.
Ohio.
Is
acsough
t to convert Jews lia•
ment of a three cylind
er 201-CID gas- be will be entitled to 12 months tianity
pa.ssengers received when their hijacked jet landed in Havan
•
as their toe hope deal- cused of mailing a bomb to
a:
:7.7.A MAN
of additional aid unde:' the GI
Cleveland schoolteacher
"They were tilling all _over themselves-trying to be nice. I oline engine, eight speed manntion
.
Bill.
UaTahift trananission, and rear
dropped a knife at dinner and a Cuban darted over and
An extensive attitude survey Daniel J. Ftonec, 23, which
ANd A WOMAN
apologized." axle. Power trains
He should make application
are given to
killed him in his home in
qualifying schools, colleges, un- for a Certificate of Eligibility conducted several years ego by nearb
y Lorain. Ronec was
iversities and technical schools. from the VA regional office University of Calliornht sociolodating Cheryl Mae Jones of
gists
Charl
where
es
his
Y.
vetera
Glock
n records will
and RodBill Owens, zone manager
ney Stark disclosed a direct link Youngstown, who formerly
presented the unit to the Vo- be on file.
k
dated Stifel.
betwe
en anti-Semitic feelings and
Q - I am a World War
cational Agriculture DepartLEDGER & TIMES FILE
GEORGE
veteran who financed my home acceptance of the traditional chrment.
PEPPARD r
The power train will be used with a GI. loan. I am being isten view that Jews had default"JEST
HIGH-PRICED PARKING
John Pascual', age 89, cued last night at his home on Purye
for classroom instruction for transferred to another city by ed on their covenant with God.
JEA
N
PlaNtf!"
ar
my
emplo
yer. May I have my
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum,
Route Two.
vocational Ag students end
Maw of
SEBUM
'
Adult training programs. A to- G. I. loan entitlement restored? director of interreitgious affairs
-Toy Garland,-ailan apprentice, USN,son of Mr.and
Mrs. Toy G.
N *weary
A - Yes, the sale of your for the American Jewish Comm- NEW YORK UPI - City Finance RICHARD
tal of 252 Ford Tractors enGarland of Hazel Route One, is serving aboard the attack
aircraft gines
•
Awards!—
and power trains-worth GI. home due to such transfer ittee, told Christian theologians Administrator Fioravante G. Pe- KILEY
carrier USS Ranger in the Western Pacific.
more than $856,000 - was do- entitles you to restoration of at an interfaith conference in rrotta is trying to find the abseIIIRISCH MIMS p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marvin of 515 Whitnell are the parent
s of a son nated to
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NO DUTCH TIMM A teenager holds his head after being
g2knocked to the ground by police during a demon
stration in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands Police could find
no reason
for the violence
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SLAIN IN SHOOTOUT San Francisco
police officer Joseph
Brodnich, 37, lies dead in the
Mission
another plainclothesman were involv district_after he and
ed in a shootout with
"hippie-type" burglary
suspects.
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By FRED DOWN
Washington Senators in the Am- ed many
of the flash rallies which for their success is tnat they
UPI Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA UP!. The Pherican League and the Atlanta won so
many games in 1968. The have yet to go once around the
iladelphia Eagles called a news
Major league baseball alters Braves and Los Angeles Dodgers Senators look like a whole new league. The Cardinals, seven gaoentereece today to make an"tmin the National League have dis- team
Phase
under Ted Williams but, of mes behind the Cubs, may have
2 of its fIve-stage cenannouncement" which
played unexpected strength. Are course
tennia
, are suspect on past per- to make a move fast because
l
season
Tuesda
y with the any or
Me observers expected to be
all of them for real? formance. The
big question whether the flowers
Boston Red Sox the Pirates aren't yet being taken
Ilke naming of former all-pro
Now comes Phase 2 of the are well-p
which bloomed in the spring can
laced 14-10 to prevent seriously as a challenger and the
end Pete RN:hates general
season
41-day
a
period
from an early Baltimore runaway but Philadelphia Phillies,
survive the hot summer.
Mager of the most expensive
New York
May 6 through June 15 when the Yanke
es are disappointing at Mets and Montreal Expos already
There were numerous surpri• allechisa in sports history.
there
will be inter - divisional 11-15.
ses
during
have settled at .500 or below,
the intra-divisional
Leonard Tose, Norristown,
competition of the first phase of competition in both leagues. ManThe NL's Eastern teams do
Pa., trucking executive who bouagers
from
Connie
Mack
to
Mayo
the season. Both the World ChamAmerican League West
not expect to fatten up on the
ght the National Football League
Smith have maintained that the
pion Detroit Tigers and the NatWest, as in the case of the AL's
team conditionally from builder
The co-favored Twins and Oak- Eastern teams, because theNL'
ional League champion St. Louis real strengths of teams can't
The Murray State University
Jerry Wolman last Thursday for
s
be judged until "they've all been land
Cardinals got off to poor starts.
Athletics are running 1-2 divisions are believed to be more
National Lewes
•a record ;16.2 million, said kin baseball field has been named
once
around
the
league
."
The but the Twins look far stronger competitively balanc
Is either or are both in serious
Bast
ed.
first job was the selection of a "Johnny L. Reagan Field" in
chances are that anon is more than anyone
trouble?
L Pct.
expected. Is it bereplacement for Joe Kubarice honor of the Murray baseball
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than
ever
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this
first
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o
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9
.867
they
At
—
the same time the Minnesota
started against the
National League West
coact.
as general manager.
season of four-divisional play. league's
Pittsburgh 15 10 .800 3 Twins, Kansas City Royals
weaker Western Divisand
Several candidates were conThe naming of the field was
Here's
how
the
divisi
Phila.
on
shape ion teams or has Billy Martin
11 11 .500 434
The Braves at 17-8 and the
sidered for the general mana- approved by the MSU Board of
up after the first 28 days of the made them
New York 11 14 .440 6
into a really power- Los Angeles Dodgers at 15-10
ger's post, including Retalaff and Regents Wednesday.
.
season
:
St. Louie
10 15 .400 7
ful team? And what about the have showed surprising streng
Reagan has been baseball coaBert Rose, the Eagles assistant
th
Montreal
American League East
9 15 .375 7%
Royals at 13-11 and even beginn- even though Atlanta was rated
player personnel director and ch at Murray for 12 years and
the
West
ing to talk of threatening for the No. 3 contender in the divisio
former general manager for the has won six Ohio Valley Confern.
W. L Pct. Si
This division is rated by many division title?
The favored San Francisco GianMinnesota Vikings and New Or. ence championships and 205 gaAtlanta
17 8 .680 —
as the strongest in sports and the
Or,
for that matter, is the ts are strongly-placed at 15-10
mes while losing only 92. HIE
•leans Saints.
San Fran. 15' 10 .800 2
MURRAY, Yy., Maf
teams in it all expect to fatten Western Division really that
mu- and still the chalk favorites.
Tone, who announced Kuhari- won-loss record in the OVC is
Los Ang.
15 10 .600 2
ray High blanked Calloway Coun- up at the expense of the supposed- ch weaker than
the Eastern DivThe big surprise has been the
ch's firing as coach and general 94-35.
Cincinnati 11 14 .440 6
ty 3-0 behind the 2-hit pitching ly weaker Western Division tea- ision?
poor showing of the Cincinnati
Reagan is one of a dwindling
manager immediately after buySan Diego 12 16 .429 6% of Allen Grogan In the opening ms. The Baltim
ore Orioles are
Reds, plagued by poor pitching,
ing the team, said the general number of coaches who believe
Houeton
8 20 .286 10% round of the district tournament off to a terrific 20-8
National League East
start but
and losers in 15 oftheir 25 games.
manager would name the next that college sports should be
Mondays R004/Its
here this afternoon.
were considered strong contend
The San Diego Padres are doing
enjoyable and that a loss is not
coach.
No Gaines Scheduled
North Marshall meets South ers. The big surprises are the That old
opportunist, Leo Dun- well for an expansion team 12-16
the end of the world.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Marshall in another tourney Tigers, languishing in fourtli
pla- ocher, and his Chicago Cubs but aren't rated contenders and
He is rather unorthodox in
All limes EDT
game Tuesday afternoon.
ce with an 11-13 record and the have seized the opportunity
pre- the Houston Astros seem to have
handling his players and says
Cinciorizti, kI '.1.-asey 3-0 at
Jimmy Brandon reached first Senators in second place with sented
by the Cardinals' mass major weakenesses in every dea
New Yetis, Cardwell 0-4, 8:06 on an error in the
his team doesn't have training
Coach Johnny Reagan p.
second inning, 16-ll mark. Then,of course,there batting slump to step
off smartly partment.
m.
rules. "I try not to interfere in
stole second and
Houston, Wilson 2-3 at Phil- Johnny Willia raced home on are the Cleveland Indians with to a two-game lead.
The teams in both leagues
their personal lives. I don't even Ship.
ms' double. Danny a 3-18 record and already
13/
1
2 Their young pitching has stood will revert to intra-division comHe didn't dissapoint at Murray adelphia, Fryman 3-1, 7:35 p. Carroll
remind them they're supposed
then singled Williams games out of first place.
up well and their strong set line- petition from June 16
to behave as gentlemen, but they either. He was a starter for the m.
through
liCTO6S.
The Tigers have been getting up has not beenbotheredby
Racers for four years, each of San Diego, Kelley 1-2 at
Practically always do."
injur- July 20. There will be interGrogan opened the 6th with a spotty pitching and
haven'
ies.
Pittsb
t enjoyurgh, Blass 2-1, 8:06 p. m. single,
which he was named all-conferdivision competition
between
took second on a wild
There's always a relaxed atThe Pittsburgh Pirates' young July 24 and Sept. 3
San Francisco, Sededd 2-2 pitch
ence. He was captain three years,
and more
and scored in an error.
mosphere at Murray games, and
players have surprised at 15-10 intra-division play from
and he set five individual records at St. L01136, Gibson 24;9 p.m.
Sept.
Grogan fanned 11 and walked
Reagan said he never points for
but it could be that the retson 4 through Oct. 2.
Montreal, Stoneman 2-3 at
that have since been broken.
only
one.
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Season ticket priority period
seconds flat In the San Jose Boston outscored the Lakers 32started May 1 and ends May 17.
State College invitational meet. 20, Nelson scored 13 of his 16
Ticket Manager Harvey Hodgpoints.
es said his office expects the
Havlicek, who finished as BosSUNDAY
biggest demand eirer andpriority
ton's leading scorer in the seven
HINS
ON
WINS
holders must have their season
ORLEANS (UPI)- games with 198 points, led the
ticket order postmarked by May NEW
way for the winners in the de17. Any application receivedafter Larry Hinson beat Frank Beard
ciding encounter with 26.
the closing date will be consider- in a sudden death playoff to win
Jerry West poured in 42 points
1100,000
Greater
New
ed as a new order and will not the
to
pace Los Angeles despite havOrlean
s
Open.
be tilled until all priority orders
Near to where you are
Hinson was a star on the East ing a heavily taped left thigh behave had seats assigned.
no matter where you are.
cause
of
a
hamstr
ing
muscle
pull
Ray said his staff will have Tennessee State golf team.
suffered in the waning minutes of
a busy summer visiting, breakthe fifth game.
ing down films of spring prac- DRIVER KILLED
West, who won a sports car
tice,
evalua
FERN
ting
RIDG
E, Pa. (UP!)- for being selected as the outstandpersonnel, attFront disc brakes for safety'
Troy
ending
and
speaking at clinics
Rudman Jr. 19, was killed ing player of the series
Fully independent rear suspension
by a natand camps and studying movies Sunday when his car crashed ional magaz
for comfort I Bucket seats, full carpeting.
ine, scored 556 poininto
dozens of other exults. tool
a
wall
during
Pocono
a
of upcoming opponents.
ts in 18 games to set a single
International Raceway event season playoff
He said current visitat
scoring record,
ions th- won by Jim Shamp
ine of (lay. The old mark was 551 set by San
roughout the state wilt give
the N.Y.
Francisco's Rick Barry in the
staff "a jump" on recrui
ting
this tall.
1967 playoffs.
It was a particularly bitter
The Kentucky procedure is
defeat for Elgin Baylor, the Lakdi- laendiee sad Surgery
MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
•
fferent than at Notre Dame, wheers' brilliant forward who never
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER'
re very little recruiting is clone 1 SAN FRANCISCO jUPI)- A has Ord on a championship
until after the season ends, Ray Sianford University pathology team,
said. That is due to an early pro lessor haireautioned surgeons "This is my most frustrating
;
Ii avoid prolonged surgery on loss," Baylor commented.
signing date (December) in
West
the jaundi
ced patii•nt,
Southeastern Conference,
ause it can added, "Maybe they wanted to win
le.el I,, Ldnq damage
more than we did."
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MSU Baseball Field !lamed
After Coach Johnny Reagan

Si

Murray Stops
Calloway 3-0

4

*Babe Ruth Is
Not Giveu
7151 Homer

Merchants Win
Second Game

•

Wed. thru Sat.

TUFADAY — MAY 6, 1969

Baseball Enters Its Second Phase Today

W.

Mee uu
Murray Marble
Works

WALLIS DRUG

Celtics Win
NBA Playoff

"MST
PICTINEr
Moor el
N Academy
Awards! ..,
IIIRISCH PICTURES poems

"1";•"-lr -12 •AwAvAavre

II Brush up on our
service policy!

e

AI

PANAVISION' TECHNICOLOR.
pe ,esues tv, United Artists

LASSITER
McKIKNEY

UK Coaches
Wil Visit
High Schools

welry
EET D'ias:i•nd'aings

I G of

ium and

GLASS COMPANY

•

is Honda

753-8983

NING
paper!

REMEMBER THIS NUMBER
FOR ALL YOUR GLASS NEEDS
153-1111
810 Sycamere

Weekend Spot

FISH ...
T SUPPLIES

ND OPENING

•

The Worid's Best $2000
Car stops
th disc brakes
straight, quid( & sure!

I

M. C.
1AJOR
for

ILLOWAY
;OUNTY
HERIff

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

ice Will Be
ated
!nce in superand security

STANDARD

•

6,4
1400

BATSON/2

Effiin a fair and

LASSITER & McKINNEY DATSUN,INC.

AY 27, 1969
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CKY
lily of the valley styied in a
•aor *IOW
PA
menet fashion.
Phone
753-4947
753-1917
or
She serried a bridal besellast
fultioasid of white roses and
eareatiens with white satin
streamer, tied in love knots.
The bride's only jewelry was a
diamond pendant, gift of the
groom.
Kis Patsy lex, sister of the
groom, served as maid of honor. She was attired in a formed
gown of Degas blue silk and
worsted designed with an empire bodice. The gown featured
• high scoop neckline which
was outlined with ecru Venice
II
lace and elbow length sleeves
Tuesday, May 41.
which were also trimmed with
.II
.
The Calloway County Riding
the lace. The gentle but eased Club will meet at the City Hall
II
bell skirt was elegantly simple. at 7:30 p.m. Plans for the bone
Her headdress was a Dior bow show in AID* will be made.
of matching Degas blue from
•• •
which flowed a split veil of
A flower show, "A Day In
matching illusion Her bouquet Spring", and a silver tea will
was fashioned of one long be held at the Avalon Restaurelemsed yellow_ me.
ant. Paris, Tenn., from ill to
11
Miss Theme Emig and Miss nine p.m., sponsored by the
Atwell Weithitiord served at Henry County Council of Gm'
•.
bridesmaids. Miss Tina Cook, den Clubs. All members of GarII
aim of the bride, served as den Clubs atd the interested
•.
*War bridesmaid. They were public are invited to attend.
• ••
attired identically to the maid
of beau and also each carried
The Annie Armstrong Gro
one long dowsed yellow ma. of the First Baptist Chore
Serving U
WKS will meet at the Baptist
Miss Debbie Cook, niece of the Student Center at seven p.m.
•• •
bride. She carried a small white
basket decorated with yellow
DEAR ABBY: Can you help me find a position as live-in
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or*
porn poms and yellow satin der of the Rainbow for Girls housekeeper in a motherless home? It must be a modern home
streamers across the handle will meet at the Masonic Hall
In the most desirable section of the city. (No remote, country
filled with yellow rose petals. at seven p.m.
or farm locations, pleasel The father must be between 40 and
• ••
Her attire was identical to that
50, no older. And he must be at least 6 feet tall as lam a
of the other attendants.
Groups of the First Christian
well-proportioned 5 ft. 8 and do not feel comfortable with
Barry Bybee served as best Church cwr will meet as folshorter men around me.
man for the groom. The grooms- lows: I with Mrs. Clegg Austin
I am well-dressed, attractive and well-groomed. Enjoy
men were Tony Rayburn, Gary at ten a.m.; II with Mrs. Margood music, dancing, arti outdoor sports. I am 35 years old and
Wilkins, and Mickey Pierce.
vin Fulton with Mrs. Gatlin
in excellent health and can furnish character references.
Philip Rests, son of Mr. and Clopton as cobostess.
lbs. John Resig, 'served as ring•••
BOX NO 322
bearer. He carried a heart shapThe Women's Society of
DEAR
BOX
NO.
322:
You
wend
ed pillow fashioned of white Christian Service of the First
as the you are looking for
a man. not a job. If it's a pesilass you're after, register with an
satin edged in lace and accent- United Methodist Church
will
ML-sertAkIMLTIIIMALANE-ad by a- satin bow with etre:m- meet at the Hale Chspel at ten -ausployment agency. or-place-an atilt the ctassifted Beetles or
•
ins tied in love knots.
this newspaper. If it's a mea you're after, your approach is
a.m. The executive board will
I Miss Mitzi C. Cook became and "The Wedding Prayer*.
clever,
but much toe obvious.
meet
at
9:13
cm.
For her daughter's wedding,
the bride of Terry L Lax on
•• •
Sash's Dross
Mrs.
Cook
••
chose
a
walking
suit
Saturday, March 22, at fourThe lovely young bride was
The Goshen United Methodist
DEAR ABBY: Regarding your reply to the lady who
thirty o'clock in the afternoon givn in marriage by her father fashioned of aqua and ivory Church Women's
Society of
.
complained because her "Rebecca" was called "Becky."
at the Firs United Methodist and she chine for her wedding stripped knit. Her whimsey and Christian Service will
meet at
shoes were of the matching
True,
"Rebecca
is
a
"
fine
tRewch.
old
Biblical
name,
but
wager
I'll
a formal gown of ivory organthe church at seven p.m.
that the Biblical Rebecca was called "Becky," even as Joseph
The bride is the daughter of za, highlighted with appliques aqua shade and she wore a
•••
white
orchid
corsage.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cook, 908
was undoubtedly called "Joe," Peter, "Pete," and I'm sure
rooepoint lace. The VictorThe Hazel United Methodist
Pogue Avenue', and the groom' ian neckline was enhanced
close friends of Moses called him "Moe."
GEORGE
The groom's mother was at- Church Women's Society of
with
II
is the son of E. II Lax, 1384 lace and the long sheer
sleeves tired in a yellow dress coat Christian Semite will meet at
DEAR GEORGE: If 11111111-1k- any evidence that
Overtey, and Katherine Lax,' appliqued with lace
terminat- ensemble fashioned of knit. the church at seven p.m.
Chestnut Street.
II
"nicknames" nicked our Biblical characters, I have yet to
•• •
ed at the wrist with a bias self She wore a matching yellow
come
upon
it.
But
I
will
wager
that
ruffle.
if
there
An
any,
The
is
empire
one
whimsey
of
Austin
my
and her shoes were
bodice rose
Dr. Meisel R. Dodson, Jr,'
Elementary
readers will provide me with it quicker than I can say "Abe"
the impressive don- above the gently flared and a- antique gold. Her corsage was School PTA will meet at the
Murray High School auditorium
for Abraham.
.y before an al- line skirt which was richly ap- a. white orchid.
-Mrs_ Ed Alton, grandmother at 7:30 p.m. The sixth grade
tar deconled with two vases of pliqued with the repeated lace
of the groom, was attired in a will present the program.
white oacedisna, gladioli. and pattern.
DEAR ABBY: As a welfare mother, I am tired of hearing
•• •
Her chapel length train was navy ensemble with matching
tern with two seven-branch
all welfare mothers judged by a few rotten apples [Those who
also
adorned
The Murrey TOPS Club will
with the lace ap- accessories. Her corsage was a
candelabras holding glowing
sleep with men, booze it up, and have one illegitimate child
pliques ..ad it flowed graceful- white orchid.
have open house at the Conk
white tapers.
after another to pick up the welfare check.)
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at
A program of nuptial music ly as she descended the aisle.
Attired in emerald
Prior to going on welfare, I worked full time. Then I was
seven p. m.
was presented by Mn. !Richard The bride's bouffant veil of im- with matching accasotiesVeen
and
•••
advised by my child's doctor to stay home with my child as she
was elbow wearing a corsage of white
Farrell, organist, and Mrs. Da- ported illusion
car-1
vid Berry, solist. Selections by length, caught to a headdress nations, Mrs. Delores Warner The Delta Department of the
already upset enough by Daddy's "sudden disappearance."
/turn)
, Woman's
the soloist were "I Love Thee"'faahioned entirely of simulated kept the guest register which
Abby, there are many welfare mothers like myself who do
st the club houseClub
at will meet .
yes placed on a small table Hostesses will be mrs7
:
111 1.7, 7 act drink and run with men, but stay home and raise their
children, because they realize the importance of a mother's
covered with an ivory heal
ENTER TIME
Sledd, Miss Venda Gibson,
a
cloth and decorated with a bud A. H. Koppensd. Dr. Gwend. guidance during the children's formative years. Guidance
vase containing one yellow rose.
which we never had because we ourselves came from broken
Following the ceremony, the olyn Grossman, Miss Ruth Sexbonzes.
ton, Mn. Walter Baker, and
bride and groom left on an un- Kn. William Britten.
Granted there are bad welfare mothers, just as there are
anncunced wedding trip.
•••
bad mothers among the taxpayers. Mothers who spend their
Out of town guests included I
The Kappa Department of days having affairs
with other men while their husbands are
Mr. and Mrs. James Cook and
Murray Woman's C ub sePI atzt working to support them, so perhaps the taxpayers should
the
a
family of Chicago, HI.; Dr. Roy
op slinging dirt and get the rake going in their own back-ICooksey of Bowling Green; Mr. meet at the club home ag
and Mrs. W. C. Easter of Mur- p.m. Hostesses will be Yu - yards.
freesboro, Tenn.; Bob Andrew dames Tommy Carroll, Kenneth • And if I am one who is taking your tax dollars, please stop
of Nashville, Tenn.; Ernie Har- Adams, Bob Billington, and
by so I can kiss your feet because it is YOU, the taxpayer, who
ris of Lexington; Mr. and Mrs Joseph L Bose.
is making it possible for me to be the kind of mother I always
•
•
•
II
Harvey Smallie and family, Mr
wanted
and never had. "ON A. D. C." IN LYNN, MASS.
Wednesday, May 7
and Mrs. Lindon Smallie, and
II
The women of the Oaks CounMr. and Mrs. Harold Smallie,
II
try Club will have its regular
CONFIDENTIAL TO "MARRIED TO THE NORTH
all of Granite City, IIL
I
Wins parr of 1969 Volkswagen
POLE"
lathes
IN
day
INDIANAP
golf
Rehearsal
OLIS:
at nine am.
Dinner
Doo't go to extremes with
HOUR
Karmann phials Or any of a
ti OnE
Impossible dreams. The SOUTH POLE could be worse.
The rehearsal dinner was
thousand other matching
given by Mr. and M. E. H. with pairings at the tee. Mrs. I
prizes Nothengto buy Just stop
Everybody has a problem. What's yours?
Lax at the Red room of the Ho- Jack Andersen is golf hostess.
IS
For a personal
at our store and fill out an entry
•• •
reply write to Abby, Box 1117114, Los Angeles,
liday Inn on Friday evening,
THE MOST'
Ic N illItY CLEANING
Cal. 1111180, and
blank Sweepstakes doses June
March 21.
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
The art auction, sponsored by
Carkhcabo* mark rag U S Pat
23 so hurry
and Canadian Trade Marks OM
The attractive tables were de- the Kappa Pi art fraternity and
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely
corated with glowing candles the art division of Murray State
Wedding."
mod Ili to Abby, Rex MN, Los Angeles, Cal.
and the centerpiece was a beau- University will be held at
East Side of Sauare
117 S. 4th Street
MIL
the
tiful floral arrangement of an Student Union ballroom from I
ua and yellow scheme.
seven to ten p.m. The doors will
Those attending were "Miss open at six p.m. The proceeds
Mitzi Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne will go toward art scholarship
s.
• ••
Cook, Katherine Lax, Dr. and
Mrs. Samuel Dodson, MissfPetsy
The ladies of the Oaks CounLax, Miss Theresa Resig, Miss try Club will have a luncheon
Annell Weatherford, Miss Tina and fashion show in the club
Cook, Miss Debb e Cook, Phil- lounge at 12:15 p.m. Reserve&
lip Resig, Mr and Mrs. Barry ions may be made by
calling
Bybee, Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Mn. Robert Hendon
7511-9714
Pierce, Gary Wilkins, Tony or Mn. J. E. Garrison 753-5913
Rayburn, Mr. and Mn. James prior to May 5.
•••
Cook and son, Jimmy, Ernie
Harris, and Mr. and Mrs. E. , The Cherry Corner
Baptist
We have thousands of items of Surplus Stock
H. Lax.
'Church WMS will meet at the
which
Se.
must be disposed of. To accomplish
church it 7:30 p.m.
• • ••
this we are having a giant
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Airis 60yo smith of Kimer meet
at the Faxon School at
Route One has been dismissed 1:30 p.m.
•• •
until sold all this fine merchandise
front the Western Baptist HosThe Flint Baptist Church
pital, Paducah.
including .
•• •
WS will meet at the church
st
seven
p.m.
James Victor Stark of Kirk•• •
sey has been a patient st the
Western Baptist Hospital, PaAiresh.

Miss Mitzi C. Cook Exchanges Wallin
Vows With Terry L. Lax In Ceremony
At The First United Methodist Church

,Mrs. J. B. Burkeen ...

TUESDAY — MAY 8. 1989
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SPECIAL
for . . .

By Abigail Van Buren

III

PAIR OF
LOVELY

• •
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3
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YOURS-WITH
A PRESCRIPTION
FILLED ($1 OR MORE)
THRU SAT., MAY 10, '69
AT OUR SAY-RITE
PHARMACY

SLAIEEPSTAKES

wo
Ch 1
•IN

Nylon HOSE

II
III
•

•

111111111110110.

SPECIAL

PUBLIC NO ICE

Reduction Sale .

HICKS
TV AND APPLIANCE
Hardin, Ky.

PERSONALS

On all Early Spring, Dresses,

Susi= LIQUIDATION

Knits and Suits

Air Conditioners - Ranges
Refrigerators - Freezers
Televsions - Stereos
Power Mowers - Tiller
Guns - Ammunition
Fishing - Sporting Goods
Will be sold at a Fraction Of Its ,
f
Value. A n y Reasonable. Offer
Will Be Accepted,. „
SCISSOR SHARPENING
BONANZA
Reg. Scissors
29°
Pinking Shears
790

ALL SUMMER SHORTS AND TOPS
are arriving daily, for both

SALE.

Boys and Girls

SAVE NOW *
BALDWIN ORGANS
MILLER PIANOS
KIMBALL PIANO
BALDWIN PIANOS
EASY TERMS
to 60 Months to Pay
Open Friday Nits
TM 9 p.m.

Shipley Youth Shop

Up
•

We Major In Minors
West Main Street

1Mumti,,Ky.

Lonardo Piano Co
Across from Post Offlee
Paris, Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Work
man, 3833 Jackson, Apartmen
Six, Memphis, Tenn., are the
partents of a son, Ross Raines,
weighing eight pounds two oun
ces, born on Friday, May 2, at
the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Fred Workman of Murra
and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thompson of Ripley, Tenn.
Great grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. H. M. Workman of
Murray, Mr. and Mrs W. D.
Cox of Cottage Grove, Tenn.
and Mrs. Brown of Jackson,
Tenn

•••

FACTORY SHA • •

- •--

•
•

•

EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT
IF YOU ARE 60 YEARS
OR OVER . . .
Ask about our special plan!
•

Bel Air
Open Daily
Shopping
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Center
Sundays
IP 753-8304 "
1 to 6 p.m.
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. . . and Enjoy I,ow Discount
Prices on All Prescriptions
and Health Needs!
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Keep Moth in Good
Health and Give Her
a Gift, Toot
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EXTRA SPECIAL GIFTS
FOR EXTRA SPECIAL MOMS

0
i

DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS,

_It

II

Remember
Mothers Day
is This Sunday

II

You'll Enjoy the Friendly Shopping Atmosphere in Our New Store in Bel Air Shopping
Center AND the Savings!
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SAVE at ALL
SAV-RITE DISCOUNT
CENTERS in:

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL

Murray, Ky.
Georgetown, Ky.
HoplansvWe, Ky.

LOVELY MISTS FROM COTY

and
Paris, Tenn.
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Take your choice! . . . Suave golden tinarrigoo0
that leaves hair silky soft or Suave Shampoo
with Egg 2% that restores sheen to dull lifeless
hair. In shatterproof plastic bottles.

HI

$188

SE

Sweeten her day with a candy

gift ... she'll,love it .. . and you
2 LB. MOTHER'S DAY ASSORTMENT

Heaven Sent .7 Intimate
ONLY $
3
11170
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BEAUTIFULLY GIFT WRAPPED

SUNBEAM APPLIANCES

111
• I

SURE
TO BE APPRECIATED. . . AND. THEY
ARE ALL DISCOUNT PRICED!
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candles
DUTCH MILL CANDIES ... FINEST ANYWHERE,
EXCLUSIVE IN THIS AREA AT SAV-RITE:
•

II
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•

SUNDAY MAY II

41.

built with integrity
backed by service

IF
Y.

a

. . the most exclusive gift shop in this area. Only the
L'origan . Paris
'
finest quality gift items by the most respected names are
featured - there are gifts in all price ranges for those
eN, Emeraude L'aimont
with the most discriminating taste. You will be proud to
give AND to receive gifts when they come from the Gift
CV%c.
Shoppe I
2.50
1.8-oz.
Value
ea.
ea.
COSMETIC'S FOR MOTHER DISCOUNT PRICED:
Ambush - Faberge
WindT
soang
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SUAVE SHAMPOO

f;

It's Easy To Find Just The
Right Gift In Our Gift Shoppe

•

You'll find extra special gifts galore in our Gift *Monne

Madisonville, Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.

•••

•

Ja

Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily . . . 1 to 6 Sundays
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Cashmere Bouquet

••••••

4•1.•

Cashmere Bouquet iS the all
purpose talc that keeps you
fresh all over. Has Deocinbody deodorant to keep you
cool, dry. oxafortab/e.
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HAIR DRYER

LADY SHAVER
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Her baking and cooking will be
more enjoyable than ever with
this lightweight, easy to use
hand mixer. Has variety of
weeds.
(No. HM-300 or HH)

1i

HANDY
.
0
HAND alto°
MIXER

12-CUP PERCOLATOR
Fully automatic Sunbeam 12-cup
percolator that Mom would surely like to have to serve the famlly or for entertaining. Makes
wonderful coffee every time!
(No. AP-63)
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Soft styling mist IlPraY
that
never loses its hold-it never
lets you know it's there!

Indio
tri

181/

II
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II
II

PRICE,

II
It

)w Discount
scriptions
leeds!

96o ,. . .
i

(1 qt.) FREEZER CONTAINERS
Have air-tight lids, strong suiti tMbreakable. Compact design 96c Val.

VEGETilIBLE SLICER
4gc Value
quick 'ilicing Stainless steel
blade dishister safe plastic handle.

480

•

-
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•
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DELUXE OVEN MITI'
Decorator styled oven mitt in hifaahion colors. Mc Value.

II

HOME PERMANENT

HY-TONE ENVELOPES
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Loving Care
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Washes away only
the
gray without
changing
your natural hair
color!
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Shop in Our New
Store in Bel-Air
Shopping Center
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Register to get the Key
to the Chest that
unlocks it for
Prizes they'll love!

'2.29 Value
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Hair Color Lotion

'roday's Toni Perm has everything
7611 need for every hair style - for
dyke that ,require more body than
curl - 011..10eved curl. Get the exact
amount of curl you want.

II
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Choose either of these
brand name
roll-on deodorants
discount priced.
Secret or Ban both
give you long lasting designed
protection.
Fa. 1.5 oz.
.S1 Otil

Mom and Dad!... Bring the
Kiddies to see our
Birthday Treasure Chest
in the Toy Department!
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WARES DEPARTMENT

FREEZER RAGS (pt.)
Heavy plastic, tight closures writeon panels.
49c Value
f
4 FREEZER BAGS 30 (1 qt.)
YARN'HAIR TIES
2 lb. Weir heavy plastic bags.
$1 Value
We value
0
Yarn hair ties 4.2" long, 10 strands 44
1 SUPER VALUE
in assorted colors.
WRITING TABLET
Sle Value
..

99* Value

WO • ••• OM••111•1
171.47. 2.=

3:33:3

4 (11 pt.) FREEZER CONTAINERS
Feature dishwater safe plastic bang.
air-tight lids. 89c Value.

II
II

Coot

MI SO. FT. FREEZER PAPER
itJas c coated, sae double strength.
Pevent.. freezer burn. $1.69 Value.
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Fasweet liquid sweetener is
caloriefree sugar-free. Wonderfu
l for dieters.

STEAM & DRY IRON
Make her Ironing easier, faster.
with this Sunbeam that sprays,
heats on any setting. Dry irons
beautifully, toe!
INso. 58-2*)

RIGHT
GUARD'

FASWEET Sweetener
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gives 24 hr. protection.
Stops odor-not gummy or sticky.
Dries on contact.

HI

Sunbeam's Lady Shaver
comes in lovely case . . . sr
comfortable underarm (MOM in, and for close fast leg
grooming. .... (No. LS-413)

She'll love ads professlonat
type hair dryer with 161111
hood. So convenient to use.
(No. HD-100)
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RIGHT GUARD Deodorant
2 sec. spray
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Lynn Grove Farm Tour
Held Today

uZ$AY. KENTUCKY

G. G. Nominates
Rites Held Today

Y. RATHER ...

(teatime/ Prom Page Dui
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GO
chapters participate.
This year, hISU's chapter has
,worked hard and they are able
to pay the way for 30 membart
to convention. Their extra activiUes and money making proThe F.B.1...A. Chapter at Murjects have paid off well.
ray University School is busy
At the convention, many prosetting ready for state convengrams are planned to present
tion in Louisville.
Emelt year • state convention the people with various types of
business procedures. The chap- la
is held and all elute la Kentucky are invited and urged to ter at )(SU will be entering
attend. Many different acterie many of these that are offend:
im are pimsed sad all the Display, Mr. and Miss ?ILA,
scrapbook, a parlimentary procedure team, a bulletin board, .
ton; three brothers, Marvin 0 and penmanship. The club has
Wratlier, 131$ Olive Boulevard work nights in order to be at
William Wrether of Murras their very best at connotation.
Route Four, and Stephen
The students will be leaving
Wrether of Astute., Va.
MSU, May 8 around noon and
Funeral arrangements are its should arrive in Louisville late•
complete. The J. H. Churchill that same afternoon. The club
Funeral Home is in charge el will be accompanied by Mrs.
the arrangements.
lenette Thurman, 11901290r.

MUS Chapter Plans
To Attend State
FBLA Convention

(Counseled Press rage Onse
The funeral for George G.
Pennington of Murray Route Soil Conservation Society of
glees were used until
Three was held today at 2:30 America, member of Kentucky
when the mill was ecierieried
Cumberland Historical Society, Fraternal
p.m at
electrictiy.
of 26 Cooperative pembyterian Church with Rey. Order of Masons, also as
BagIn MINI Gordon Croat hen. A group
Extensioe Service Aviculture Rune Mathis, Rev. Harold tenant governor of Kiwanis, and
Sher of Fleetwood Crouch. heLists from Central and North- Baits, and Rev. Glen Cope of- president of the Calloway Counmese • purser in the firm.
ens Kentucky are in this ern ficiating.
ty Agriculture Council. He is a
They are bola now semi-retired
today making • one-day study
Pallbearers were Lowell Jon- Kentucky Colonel.
amid lie bnimem is run by Mrs. and observation of throe
UKHe was a member of the First
Cleedea Mill Creech and J. TVA Rapid Adjustment Parma, es, Jesse Barnett, Henry Hopkins, Loyd Houston, Noble Hurt, United Methodist Muth and
D. Elkinaviall• abe letter havThem Agriculturalists, accom- and Rudy Duncan. Interment served on the official board for
ing bean Megieglid then fat
panied by Garland Bastin, U.K. was 111 the Ledbetter Cemetery 37 years.
six years. -- •
Agricultural Program Chairman, with the arrangements by the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
are from the Bluegrass, North- J. H. Churchill Funeral Home, Barletta Wrather, area extensFleetwood end Gordon work
ern Kentucky, Wilderness Trail.
Mr. Pennington, age 81. died ion agent in Calloway County;
at the mill during the popcorn and Licking Rivec Extension
Sunday at the Murray-Calloway one daughter, Mrs. Thomas
and wheat harvest time.
Areas of Kentucky.
County Hospital. lie and his Pierce of Savannah, Ga.; three
When Fleetwood first started
They were at the dairy farms
in the business, it was MCI*. of James R. Flood, Graves wife, who survives him, wen sisters, Mrs. Mavis McCamish,
211 Woodiawn. Mrs. Raymond
wiry to go to Illinois to got the County, and Perry end Rush- married May 21, 1911.
TINKEtER'S JOY - Ford Motor Co. technicians practically
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Story of Murray Route Four,
wheat for the flour for the mill. ing, McCracken County, this
dismanUe and replace half the new Maverick in Washington
Gracie Pennington; daughter, and Mrs. James Roberts of Cita
Now all the grain is grown lo- morning and will conclude
to demonstrate the easy do-It-yourself servicing and lower
their Mrs. Tremou Smith; son, Clincally.
repair costs, Se*. Philip Hart, D-Mich. right and E. P.
tour at the Don L Ramage beef ton Pennington; sister, Mrs.
oimo.o.411111.01111110.04111m o41111vo4•1110 04M1119.0411m,o Aim o4mwoem•04•10.0•ems.o insw o4110.0.41M o
Williams, Ford division service manager, are onlookers.
cattle and hog farm, near Bur- Bailie
Duncan; half-sister, Mrs.
Persons may buy flour st the
Livingston
ns
in
County,
this
Lula Nelson; three grandchilmill, but the Murray Wholesale afternoon.
The group will have
amain good sandwich, accom- Grocery Company is the distri- a luncheon at the Continental dren, and two great grandchilpanied by a glass of cold milk.' butor forrthe Lynn Grove flour Inn in Paducah.
Fleetwood is the son of the
If you want to improve on this
Arriving late yesterday, the
odd several thin slices of Po. Late Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. (Lan) group attended a dinner and
Wul
ape
t
i
011
(teutiessed Pram Paws Olie)
During the
Crouch of Lynn Grove. He mar- orientation meeting
ski Wyrob pickles
1entiare in Earth'
last
night
Month
of May
blooming. It is a Fire
ried Lou Jenny Boyett of Win- at the Holiday Inn
NEW
YORK
it PI) in Mayfield.
(silene virginica) and will b
fee
Mearrey Bey Scouts Win Nation- go in September 1921 and they Cooperative Extension
Service A Protestant and a Catholic mafor sonaetime. A common
al Honor. That's the headline on moved into the house with Mrs.
for this wildflower is "este a story in the May issue of Ken- Stokes at Lynn Grove where Specialists, C. E. Wyatt, C. 0. gazine have decided to pool their
Bondurant and Rankin E. Pa editorial talent and cooperate
fir because of the sticky
tucky Happy Hunting Ground, they resided for two years.
well, with the help of other whenever possible in their pubdition of the blossom which
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch later local Extension Agriculturalists,
publication of the Department
ishing ventures.
on a stem about two feet
of Fish and Wildlife Resources.1 moved to their present home gave out farm progress inforCONSULTANTS:
They are The United Church
same
753-8809
the
in
resided
have
Sue Allison
and
753-1365
Myrtle Mae Grogan
mation and helped each of the Herald, monthly periodical of
Somebody at our house put
e
house since that time. T h three
753-6130
Glenda
Garner
753-7541
Deborah Kay Darnell
farmers tell the group 'the 2 million-member United
RC in the freezer to cool it
house is located just west of bow the
753-8558
Barbara Barnett
753-7134
UK-TVA Rapid Adjust- Church of Christ, and The
Kay Hart Gregory
fast. You know the restGrove.
Lynn
in
mill
the
Aid
753-5087
Lutheran
Overby
Betty
ment
program
is
pointing
the
Colson
81
8
Ann
753-7
Lamp. established 66 years ago
froze and broke the bottle. W To Nigeria-Biafra
Fleetwood is an b000rary
753-1466
Lucy M. Rollins
commercial farm lo Father James Paul Rattson,
753-7273
Peggy Brandon
fished pieces ist glass and
ay t° higher
member of the Red Croce Board ,w_
753-8970
Doran
Earleen
NEW YORK (UPI)-Lutheran and has served for thirty years. m
founder
Cole
ten RC out of the freezer
Atonement
Ann
753-5917
of
the
Fri..3
" "•
Dr. Robert Gibson and Dr. ars of Graymoor.
ik mid Relief, overseas material He is a member of the Murray
41Ino.0 41111..o.ma.
fifteen minutes.
illno 4111111.04=11.0411=1".0.011110. .4•1110 411111110.041.Is.0 Amp 0 AM.()4=004=10.0
aid agency. has earmarked Rotary Club, served on the Mur- John Martin, representatives of
Agricultural
the
Development
If you get real hungry, try
$250,000 for relief and rrha- ray Hoopoe! Board for eighteen
--one. Get two fresh pieces
hilitation projects in Nigeria- years, sod is a director of the, Division of TVA, also partici?espies
junk
serving
pated in the meeting and farm
bread, put Salad Dressing
Biafra in the remaining months
since
, tour.
each piece. Then cut thin
of the year. The appropriation
' The farm of Mr. Flood was in
ers of good fresh bologna
brings to 3450.000 the total
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch attend ,
, the RA Program in 1963, 64, 61,
lay them on one piece. Get allocated
0
programs in the Salem Baptist Church. Mr.
for
some ripe olives and slice them Nigeria-Biafra by the agency dur- Crouch served on the Calloway and 06. The Perry and Rushing
and Ramage Farms are in their
and put them slices on top of ing the past five months.
County School Board for sixthird and fourth years, respecthe bologna. This makes a.
teen yews.
tively in the four year Rapid
Fleetwood Mill he likes horsAdjustment program. Both Mr.
dogs.
bird
He
hunts
and
and
es
Flood awl the Perry and Rushattends the bird deg field tri- ing
partnership teye -snemberals. They like to travel ant vie.
'Maps in the Purchase Farm Anit their children each veer. •
alysis Group and keep their
farm business records under the
The Fleetwood Crouciss nave direction
of Farm Management
two sons, Ralph with Drexcl1.
Specialist Joe E. Fuqua, accordUniversity. Philadelphia, Pa., ing to
C. 0. Bondurant of Murand Jim. an attorney at Las ray.
Cruces, New Mexico. Their
deughter is Mrs. Toni (Maxine)
Bell of Buffalo, N. Y. They have
- nine grandchildren.

0
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FASHION TWO-TWENTY SPECIAL

SEEN & HEARD . .

•

'Ow

- maiiime.••••:.•

NIGHT
CREAM

$3.99

CALL YOUR CONSULTANT. . . SHE WILL BE
HAPPY TO SERVE YOU

1

The Ledger Sc Tuase. congestulates
Fleetwood Crouch en
his 50th anniversary in the mill.
,ing business at Lynn Grove.

•••••

we
Chi

BE IT wee so orimma-This 54-foot air conditioned houseboat will be a home for U.N. members in Senegal, on the
West African coast. The fiberglass and aluminum vessel is
being loaded aboard the Delta Argentina m New Orleans.
It will sleep four persona.

William Duncan
Initiated Into
Sigma Delta Pi
William Duncan of Murray
has been imitated into Sigma
Delta Pi, national honorary society. for Spanish students, at
Murray State University.
Duncan is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Duncan. He is a graduate study in Spanish.

•

LEON
MAGIST
RATE
DISTRICT

PlteFAITH
Canch

NO. 3

To the Voters of District No. 3 of Calloway
County:
I offer myself as a candidate for Magistrate
for not only the section but for all the people of
Calloway County.
My wife and 18-year-old son, Mike, presently
own and operate the Smith & Son Ham House
on Hwy. 641 South, 2a miles from Murray, for the
past 10 years Prior to this I was house builder
with our older son, Roy Smith. Here I learned a
common knowledge of read building through
actual experience.

•

•

My family and I live on Cardinal Drive, Route
4, Murray, Ky. Our older son, Roy, is a graduate
of Murray High School and is married to the
former Glenda Culver and they reside on Bailey
Road. Our daughter, Brenda, has taugh school in
Louisville for the last 4 years.
After my military service in the Pacific I
attended Murray State. I understand what it is
to pay taxes since we own and owe for three
pieces of property in .Calloway County.
I erW better spend your tax dollar with your
consent and vote on May 27.
Your Vote 4preciated

LEON P. SMITH

411.

Sigma Delta Pi is affiliated
with the Association of Copege
Homo Societies. Members must
ben a 3.0 average in Spanish
and rank in the upper 35 per
cent of their class.

Federal Hog
Market Report

if* Parks
Is Honored

Miss Robbie Parks, daughter
of Olive Parks of 1623 Calloway, Murray, a Hopkinsvilie
artist, has had one of her designed trademarks pruchased by
a big company.
The former Lynn Grove girl
of 2820 Faircourt, Hopkinsville,
had been notified that her
trademark has been accepted by
the Suntogs Company of Miami. It is one of several she
had itgistered in Washington
and the one she had felt most
likely to be picked up by tame
corporation.
Miss Parks who has some of
her art work on display at the
Hopkinsville Community College, says she is not too concerned about the other trademark designs she has registered at Washington.
She has been a resident of
Hopkinsville for the past three
years. She says she has been
doing art work since she was
three years old. She holds a
BS. degree from Murray State
University and a MA. from
Louisiana State University.
Miss Parks is employed by
the state and does not want to
leave Hopkinsville. For this reason die has turned down offers
to become a designer end will
continue to work with her art
strictly as a free lance artist

Federal State Market News
Service 5-649 Ker,tucky Purchase Area Hog Market Repoat
Includes 10 Buying SUtions.
Receipts 796 Head, Barrows and
Gilts Fuly 50 cents Higer;
Sows Steady to 30 cents Higher.
US 2-3 200-240 lie $21.25-21 75,
Few 1-2 $22.22;
US 2.4 190-240 lbs 120.75-2125;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs SM-23-20 75;
US 3-5 250-280 lbs 119.75-20.25;
SOWS:
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI -US 1-2 270-350 NM 818.00-18-50;
US 1-3 300450 Mrs $17430-113 00: Murray Livestock Co., Murray,
US 2-3 450650 lbs 118.50-17.00. has gained recognition as a
"certified livestock market", according to an announcement today by the trade association offices in Kansas City.
International Baptist
The Murray Livestock Co.
Boy Scout Meetiag
thus joins the nearly 850 comVALLEY FORGE, Pa. (I Pl petitive livestock markets scrou
Boy Scouts in American Baptist the nation serving the livestock
families and churches have been industry under ,the Code of
invited to attend an Interna- Business Standaras of Certified
Livestock Markets.
tional Baptist Boy Scout Camp
The market, under the ownin Gilwell Park, London, Eng- ership
of Messrs. J. W. Young,
land. Aug. 2-9, reports the
W. E. Dodson, Robert Young,
American Baptist News Service
and Herman K. Ellis serves its
A seven-pound ($26.80) fee trade area with regular sale day
on Tuesday.
includes food, a tour, and one
week in a British home. Gilwell The trade-name Markets make
up a major element of the comPark Scout Camping Grounds is
petitive livestock markets incomposed of meadow and wood- dustry,
which last year merlands 12 miles northeast of Ion
chandised 109.7 million head of
don. Those interested should livestock at a value
of nearly
write: Chris Pocock, 20 Park 49 billion. This represents
more
4;owe, Park Road, IIalflflton than half of all livestock
soldKingston', Surrey, England through all channels.

CIECOICEI
YOUR
T.111K1SGENERAL ELECTRIC HAS THE HOLIDAY DISHWASHER FOR YOUI
GE Moble Maid€Top Load Portable
.3 WASH CYCLES-Dally Loads,Pots and Pans,China and Crystal
•3-LEVEL THORO-WASH ACTION-POWER ARM, POWER
TOWER, POWER SHOWER
• LIFT-TOP RACK FOR EASY LOADING
• NO HAND RINSING OR SCRAPING. Just tip off large or
hard food scraps. The built-In soft food disposer liquefies
soft foods and washes them away.

$199.95

Model 8P31100
ONLY$

AVAILABLE WITH MAPLE
CUTTING BOARD TOP
(Model SP2e1C)
AT ONLY SLIGHTLY MOM

General Electric Front Load Portable
• CONVERTS FROM PORTABLE TO

BUILT-IN

•3-LEVEL THORO-WASH ACTION WITH SOFT FOOD DISPOSER
• CUSHION GUARD INTERIOR

Model SC800 ONLY

$199.95

Murray Livestock
Gets Certification

MALAWI WITH MAPUI
CUTTING BOARD TOP
(Nadel 9Cell)
AT ONLY SLIGHTLY MOM

General Electric Built-in Dishwasher
•3 SELECTION MANU-CYCLE CONTROL... HOOPS/ Wash,
Short Wash, Rinse and Dry

St

•3-LEVEL THORO-WASH ACTION
• RINSE-GLO

Model SD2800
ONLY

$199.95
with sorsa
rselstemest lattallstled

- More People Buy General Electric Than Any Other Dishwasher!
A

SSE THESE
DISHWASHERS
TODAY AT

BILBREY'S

210 East Main Street

••••
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Si
participate.
Peer, MSU's chapter has
hard and they are able
be way for 20 members
ention. Their extra ticeixi money making prove paid off well.
convention, many proire planned to present
Ile with various types of
procedures. The chap- ,0
MSU will be entering
these that are offered:
Mr. and Min FISLA,
mit, a parlimentary protean', a bulletin board,
manship. The club has
lens in order to be at
cry best at convention.
students will be leaving
My 8 around noon and
arrive in Louisville late e
me afternoon. The club
accompanied by Mrs.
Thurman, sponsor.
•

PAM"SEVIN
TEl LEDGER

Edie Adams
Is Girl Of
Good Taste

'PECIAL
During the
Meath of May

as

TIMES

Hospital Report

— 'tunas:,

FIRST OFFICIAL ACT -Pro interim President Alain Poher
(center) of France performs his first official function as
president by placing a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier beneath the Arch of Triumph in Paris.

753-6809
753-8130
753-8558
753-5087
753-1466
753-8970

S.

•

Sherwood Forest
-

Dy

Industry Is
Moving Into
The Ghettos

etTei Jai OltiViswelt. rad(

•

Nationally Advertised

BRAS•GIRDLES•PANTIES

Extensive Use
41.

For ...

El

Pleasant living
80 Beautiful Home Sites
Pt

Lovely Wooded Lots

)ortable

hIna and Crystal
11,1, POWER

If large or
er liquefies
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ahead swiftly with dila all-important task.
Johnson
a Negro himself,
has some specific ideas about
how this should proceed:
ADULTS 99
For the potential black
NURSERY 9
ger already out of school, indusMay 3, 1969
try has to carry the bulk of the
load, providing on-the-job trainADIAI&SIONS
ing and assuming some of the
By DICK WEST
financial burden for additional
Mrs, Mary B. Jones, 1204 Oli- By FREDERICK H. TREESH
college work. For those in schWASHINGTON UPI - Edie Ada- ve, Murray; Jonathan Kbnbro,
ool, the colleges need to design
Frances
Rte.
3,
Murray;
Mrs.
By United Press International business
ms has always been my kind of
programs for them with
girl, and I am not even more ad- Swift, Rte. 5,Murray; Mrs.Linda
heavy emphasis on remedial woDuncan,
Mrs.
Farmingto
n;
Rte.
1,
miring of her than before.
International Business Mach- rk.
While entertaining the other Cletie Black, Rte. 1, Murray; ines is building a plant in BrookMiss
Wilson,
Rte.
1,
Bernice
evening at the annual White House
lyn's Bedford Stuyvesant Negro
Verbal Skills
news photographers dinner, Miss Kirksey; Mrs. Eunice Lawrence, ghetto. Avon is setting one up
Rte.
Crou1,
Mrs.
Gussie
Hazel,
Adarns made a remark that suddIn the Roxbury district of Bos- In the longer range,
Johnson
enly caused a great light to dawn se, Rte. 2, Murray; Lucian Lock- ton. Westinghouse plans a new urges that the public
schools be
Boy
hart,
Murray;
Baby
Rte. 1,
upon me.
factory in Pittsburgh's Homewo- "shaken up" so the black student
Swift, Rte. 5, Murray; Baby Boy od Brusliton area and Control does not emerge an educational
Atkin, Hales Trailer Court, Mur- Data is building
Sympathises With Nikon
a facility in the cripple. Too many now graduate
ray:
Negro district of Minneapolis. lacking the ability to handle
numShe said she sympathized with
Movement of industry into the bers and the necessary verbal
DISCHARGES
President Nixon in his efforts to
ghetto, along with growing em- skills.
withdraw U. S. trocps from Vietphasis on black entrepreneurship
Mrs.
A.B.
Dexter;
Vera
Smith,
nam.
and increasing opportunity for
"Most students are afraid o
She said she could understand Cloys, Rte, L Murray: Mrs. San- Negroes in business and industry numbers and that is especially
STRIKING FIREMEN FINED—Some of the 300 firemen on strike
the difficulty he is having because dra Ray, McClain Trailer Courtt generally, indicates the demand true among black people," Johnin Des Moines, Iowa, file up the courthouse steps to be fined
Paris,
Sharon
W
TennT
Miss
$100 for contempt of court. They refused to return to jobs.
he had once tried to withdraw
for black managers is going to son said in an interview during
ster, Box 1000, Hart Hall, MSU; outrun the supply
from a book club.
for years to an American Assembly Confer"By George!" I exclaimed to Mrs. Cloia Campbell, 201 S.13th, come,
ence last week on black econommyself. "Maybe that's it! Maybe Murray; Mrs. Nancy Stress,Rte. It presently is estimated that ic development at Harriman,
HEARING SCHEDULED
SUITE RANSACKED
that's the reason for the frus- 1, Benton; Mrs. Bonnie Watson, 100 jobs exist at the management N.Y.
804
N.
18th, Murray; Mrs.
level for every five black manatrating situation in Vietnam. The
Johnson said the nation's prewhole thing is being fouled up by Hager, 106 College Court; Mrs gers in existence.
WASHINGTON UPI - The DeKathleen Becker, 26 Orchardil
dominantly white colleges have SYDNEY, Australia UPI - A
computers."
partment of Agriculture has scights
Murray;
,
Boy
Hager
Baby
turned
out only a relative hand- thief ransacked the hotel suite heduled
If you have a charge account,
Important Task
hearings here June 18
ful of blacks with business de- of Baron lienrich von Thyssen, to
a bank account, a magazine sub- 106 College Courts, Murray; Mrs
20 on proposed regulations
scription or a book club member- Necie Hicks, Rte, 3, Murray
Lawrence Johnson, assistant grees and the black colleges one of the world's richest men„ to limit the amount of fat
in hot
dean of the School of Business simply aren't equipped to do it. but got only $3,300 in loot, detect- dogs, bologna and
ship, I'm sure you will recognize
other cooked
ives said today. The baron's wife
the validity of my theory.
Administration at the UniversiJohnson, one of the nation's said a crocodile - skin jewelry sausage products. The departNearly everybody has had an
ty of Massachusetts, says the
ment has dropped, at least temSWORN IN
nation's schools are not produc- most prominent Negro business box had been slashed open but porarily, a Johnson administr
experience somewhat along this
aeducators
,
is
only
establishi
four
ng a gradpieces of jewelry and tion proposal
nearly enough business edline:
to set a 30 per
cated Negroes. He urges coll- uate program at Massachusetts some cash were taken Friday. cent limit. Spokesmen
You are billed for something
said the
WASHINGTON UPI - Robert eges and universiti
for black corporate employes
you didn't buy. You write a letter
es, in partdepartment would reveal its proto the company about it, The Charles Hill, 51, who seztved nership with industry, to move as potential managers.
posal about May 15.
company sends you a computer- as ambassador to three Latin
American
assistant
nations and
ized form letter assuring you
the mistake has been corrected. secretary of state during the
Meanwhile, the billing compu- Eisenhower administration, was
ter keeps hounding you, threat- sworn in Friday as ambassador
ening to take you to court and to Spain. Hill succeeds former
that sort of thing. You write ano- New York Mayor Robert F, Wagther letter. And another. But the ner.
computer persists.
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GONZALEZ WINS
Well, it is well known that the
federal government makes extensive use of computers. And it is
NAGOYA, Japan UPI - Pancho
'safe to assume that someof them
have been programmed with data Gonzalez of Los Angeles evened
his record at 1-1 in the Japanese
pertaining to Vietnam.
So President Nixon comes into professional tennis tournament
office determined to end the war Sunday with a 2-6, 6-2, 6-5 vicor at least create conditions that tory over Butch Buchholz of St.
will permit the withdrawal of Louis,
American trocps.
Pretty soon am akiegreports
that progress is being made in
the peace talks. Then the other
side denies it.
Someone spreads the word that
troop withdrawal may begin before the year Is over. Someone
else disputes this.
It could be that Nixon has
devised the right formula for
bringing about a withdrawal. But
when the formula hits the computer, something goes away.
It may be the same type of
computer that keeps sending you
monthly book selections you didn't order six months after your
membership in the club has expired.
Should that be the case, If
we are in for a long war.
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Man of the People
14T. LOUIS (UPI)-The Rev.
Thomas P. Swift, SJ., professor of canon law at St. Louis
University, was speaking on
"Law and Authority in the
Changing Church" when someone in the audience asked him
how he would act as bishop of
a diocese.
Father Swift said his first
act would be "to appoint a man
to run the diocese so I could be
free for two years just to go
around and talk to people.•' He
said a bishop could be much
more effective "running around
stirring up things at the bottom
than sitting at the top."

Virginia Graham, whose "Girl
Talk" TV program is seen nationwide, has accepted the ke
volunteer post of 1969 National
Crusade Chairman of the American Cancer Society. Miss Graham's personal victory over
cancer motivated her many years
of volunteer activity with the
Society, culminating in her acceptance of the Chairmanship,
the first woman in ACS history
to hold this volunteer position.

Peanuts*
I HEAR THIS
15 "BE KIND

TO ANIMALS
WEEK"

Then, too, you will enjoy the ample recreation facilities under construction. 'Two big acres
complete with paved tennis, courts, basketball
court, driving range, park, and facilities for
horseback riding.

AT BIG SAVINGS!
CHOOSE

(if you don't mind'spending a littie less)
Beautiful underfashions for every figure need. Excellent
quality, latest styles and colors — all at our wonderfully
low
prices. Come in today for complete selection (and save)!
SIZES
32 to 36 A.
32 to 388.
32 to 38 C.

1"

3-Way Control
PANTY GIRDLE

1

STRETCH LACE
PANTY

Of lightweight spandex. Satin
tummy and derriere ponsds.
Powernet hip penole fur
over trimming. ens &MIL
Medium, Large

Pits like a second skin. Soft
smooth and full cut for comfort.
Hoot resistant elastic,
opaque siorlik. Colors: Whits,
Fink, likre. Yellow. One dee
Vs

LONGLEG GIRDLE
Siseas Sewn, Medium,
Wye*
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Kentucky

by Charles M. Schulz
0.E5DE5 THAT, I MEAN..

•
•

hwasher

Build your home in restful surroundings —
not far from town but away from the noise and
traffic.

olorroal Wash,

Nancy
Investigate this new subdivision. You'll see
the possibility too for a worthwhile investment.
Get several lots for a secure hedge against the
future.

Isttaltatiod

GOLLY, N AN CY—YOU'RE
AS, PRETTY AS A
PIC TUR E TODAY 3

You'll Like
111

Sherwood Forest

rhwasherl
1.

Bill Warren - Develoirier

at Main Street
Phone 753-3782 Day - 753-4592 Nite

•

PRESSURED Elected premier
of Northern Ireland, James
Chichester-Clark is facing
pressure by predominantly
Ttornaa Calholic civil rights
demonstrators to introduce
social and political reforms,
or expect more riots.

by Ernie Bushmillar

Sr
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One Of Murray State's Newest Buildings Is 146 Years Old
By Locals B. Hart
(Mrs. George S.)

new one was built in Wadesboro
bore. They were Andrew Bell, for
a city lot and $90,000 paid
about 1830, and moved to Murray
Arthur H. Davis
and used as a residence on South Nichol Copel , Thomas Hill, for 90 acres in Calloway in 1968.
as
and, William Sho"Old age ... is a good and Fourth and Elm Streets.
A riot in the community would
rt, Banister Wade (for whom be
pleasant time.
as shocking now, probably, as
When the muchly - added - to Wadesboro
is supposed to have was the
It is true that you are gently building was better rased, John
one In Wadesboro when ADULTS 99
been named); William Rowlett, six
shoulciered off the stage,
men were fined $1 and 24 NURSERY 9
found a log room enclosed.It met Lindse
Marti,
y
John
Hodge
s
and hours imprisonment each for
But when you are given such the meet specifications for the
MAY 1, 1969
George Tucke
rioting. The cause was not mena comfortable front stall
first courthouse: "20'X 20'squa- Eli Cochr r.
an,
Willia
m
Jones
tioned
As spectator, and, if you ha
. John, William and Joseph
re;
stories, covered with and Hairy Darnel
ADMISSIONS
l were appoint- Staton and
really played your part,
clapboards; and undressed plank
Jacob Docn were the
draft
ed
to
plans
for
the
courtYou are more content to sit floor; constructed of hewed logs
offenders, according to the re- Mrs. Edmooa Spina
, 502 South
house. Reuben E. Rowland, for
cords. They were tried in cir- and, Murray,
down and watch."
notched down close."
Mrs. Lois Mae
$100
was
award
ed
the
contra
ct,
(From Reminiscences of a
cuit court with the Hon. Benjam- Imes, Rte. 4, Murra
Drs. Hunter Hancock, Harvey the buildi
By GAY PAULEY
y; Mrs.
ng to be completed in in Shacke
dent's Life, Ch. 2)
lford on the bench;Jam- Laura McDougal, 703 Earl Court
Eldred, Will Frank Steely, Atty. three month
UPI Women's Editor
,
s. Mr. Rowland was es Callo
11/111 Ihe comeeles if dennlieries if Mervey Seses
James Overbey and M. 0. Wraway, circuit court clerk Murray; Mrs. RONK Mills, Rte.
I.
also awarded license to operate and
wordly le the background. Calloway County's
Yesterday, today, and plans ther of MSU faculty, joined Mr.
Benjamin Patton and James 3, Benton; Miss Diane
first cosortBeale, NEW YORK UPI. Each minute
a tavern after promising that he Breathitt,
lime,
Wit across the highway Irons the campus when
for tomorrow are in
Watters' interest. By persooal would
lawyers.
Alroo; Master Brent Clark, Rte. of every working clay, forgers)
"keep
itelmet Mlle Hall, • boys' hone Is located and
accord
it
ing
to
the
on the east campus of Marra fund contributions and that of
Another case in court found 3, Murray; Mrs.
Barbara W. lift $1,500 out of the American
strict letter of the law." He gave
Illphwiehig complex of dormitories Is In the planni whore • State
for Elijah Goodman, plaintiff, Atkin, Hales
University as the 146 year the fiscal court and city council, $100
ng slog&
Trallor Court, Mur- economy. The total loss through
bond. The tavern - hotel log $1000;
old first courthouse of Calloway the long lost cabin was soon on a
William Bilyith was the ray; Claud. Lawrence, Rte.
structure location, now vacant,
2, check forgery alone may well
County sits on a rise that slopes truck, delivered to and "shoulddefendant. The nature of the suit Kirkaey; Ws.
Maud Todd, Rte. exceed $600 million a year; sosat on a hill that overlooks the
to a stream shaded by oaks, ered onto her third home, the
was not recorded.
1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Cella Buch- me experts even predict a loss
blackgums and hickories on Ch campus of MSU to keep eliMpany vine-covered former locations of
Besides serving as a temple anan, Box 13, Dexter
; Baby Boy nearer $1 billion this year.
the
courth
ouse, ail, distillery, of justic
stout Street. "It was shouldered" with collegians.
e, the old courthouse has Jones, Rte. 4, Murray; Baby Girl
Supermarkets, "sitting ducchurch
es,
spring
,
cemet
ery
onto this stage in 1966 by MSU
served as a religious tabernacle McDougal, 703
This used all the =May tuidno the mansi
ks" for forgers, will lose $250
Earl
Court,
Muron
built
faculty members and
by
Col.
and wedding parlor, and since ray:
their biz,_ more was insight. Intereltivened L. Murray, the
million this year. In the final
compriposman for
tory-minded associates of the' and the uglY. unchiR
analysis, this means higher prksdialliMer- whom Murray, 1211*seky was relinquishing legal dutiesto modJacktoo
ern facilities, she holds memorPurchase Historicali ed pile of logs sat, a digerted named
ices on our groceries, for the'
,
DISMISSALS
.
Society, citizens andorganisatio- eyesore.
ies of the development of Calloloss from forgery must be made
At
the
first
made
'
of the way County with Murray as
ns. The finishing duties became Here's where the Callow
her
ay CoMrs. Wanda Ciunbell, Rte. 4, up.
the project of the k.allowayCoun- unty Retired Teachers Associat- court the record shoal,"It app- home.
Murray; Mrs. Annabelle Russell, The elderly, particularly those
ty Retired Teachers Association ion became interested, Reaso earing that there an Ont SUMAnd while "She contents her- 1408 Poplar Street Murra
n- dent ministers of the gospel in
,
y; Miss on pensions are especially vulIn 1968.
self, sits and vfatches" she can Diana Cope,
ing the old creature had been
215
South
the
11th,
county
Mur- nerable because they don't ask
,
it
is
order
ed that reflect on other county
Application for a marker has retired, too, from Wadesboro to
firsts
ray;
Huloci
Wyatt,
301
North
licens
7th, questions and are "very recep;
e
be granted Arthur H. Da- She can
been accepted and approved b Murray and now to its presen
remember five wars, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy Williams, Uve to the printed word."
t
the Kentucky Historical Society. location, a bit of attention and vis, Thomas Hill, Jacob Rowland not counting the present conflic- 1503
The rich also are vulnerable.
Main Street, Murray; Brent
and William Rowlett to perform ts;
The marker will read:
Frank and Jesse James' clay Brown, Rte. 3,
love would be in order. Theo,too,
hit by art, coin or stamp forgerMurra
marri
age
y;
James
cerem
onies
.
"FIRST COURT HOUSE
and night visit here; the hanging Crump,
It might be the beginning of a
Rte. 2, Murray; Mrs. ies.
Prices were going up then, too. of
First public building in Jackson museum for the university.
Pud Diggs; one church grow Verna Lax,
1304 Overby Drive, "There literally is nothing out- 2
The
first
jail,
order
ed
after
the
Purchase area. Built in 1823 for
to many; the first baptismal pool; Murray; Maste
The CCRTA, 33 members im- completion of
r Karl Thorn,Rte. side of a human being that can't
the
$100
courth
ou$100, it was originally erected mediately planned to raise
money se, cost $177, was smaller, 12' X first automobiles, telephones, 1, Murray; Miss Joyce Chester, be counterfeited," says E. Patat Wadesboro, Calloway county for the completion of
airplanes, demonstration of rad- 202 Irian
the building. 12', made of the same kind
Street, Murray; Mrs. rick McGuire, a chemist turned
Murray State University students, Junior
of io by Nathan B. Stubblefield
speech rnaler, seat, 1822-23, where its first County Judge Hall McCuistonand logs. It was
in Fredia Thurman, Rte.3,Murray; author who has delved into the
Miss Melissa Trevathan Murray; and Bobby
used
until
1827
when
session of court was held Feb. Mrs, McCuistoo took the lead.
Martin, PrinceA a larger one was ordered at a 1892 then on the court square in Mrs. Kay Murano, Rte. 2,Nor- character and technique of the
ton. senior and member of Atty. James Ctverts
13, 1823. Remained in use till new white elephant auctio
ey's law class
n heldon the cost of $596.88. It was a two- 1902; a wet, taverened county be- th 16th, Murray; Mrs. Jamie forger and how we, the honest,
are illpioring Calloway's first court house for materi
one built in 1831. Murray became courthouse lawn last summe
come dry and followed by moon- Cox, Kirkse
r,in- story job with a strong cell into
y; Granville Scarbr- can protect ourselves against
His., lo class reports. Standing on MSU campu al to aid
county seat in 1843 and the log cluding contributions made
shining; Murray Institute estab- ough, Rte.
s, the 146
his operations.
I, Hazel:
by which a trap door opened from
yeer old building, faces modern buildings of
building was moved here then. business firms, organi
lished where Murray High Schthe campus.
McGuire became interested in
zations above. When a Negro prisoner
Mort 14.11,. wornon's dormitory is to the left.
It has been used as a residence and individuals netted $1100.
ool is; damming of the Tennessee
forgers, operating as individuals a
This tried to escape by burning the wofor over a century."
and Cumberland Rivers; Tennewas used to roof the building with oden hinges
or as rings and many of them
, it was almost lost. ssee Valley Author
The restored cabin is 100 years cyprus hand-rived shingles;
ity's electriwomen, as a result of his work
TREE TOPPLES
build • Jail building seemed to occupy
older than MSU almost to the a chimney; grade and rock-t
city spread far; Murray Normal
with government agents in ink
erra- considerable time, and cost most
day. Both resulted from acts of ce the lot and replace doors
School grow into a university; a
analysis, his specialty asa chemand of the money. Following the buildthe Legislature. Calloway and windows.
black coed crowned queen of YC6EMITE NATI
ONAL PARK, ist. His book, "The Forgers",
ing of a 20' X 14' log clerk's MSU;
Marshall were =Mk a county
jet planes, science(vaguer Calif. UPI
The resourceful CCRTA
- The 2,000 Wawona Padric Publishing Co., BernarIn 1882. The courthappe_ves built is making souvenir plaque group office, the cost is not stated, diseases; man orbiting the moon
Tunnel tree, long cue of Yose- dsville, N. J., was prepared with
s from the third jall was built in 1835
and open for
and the 6000 plus population of
in 1823 the left-over shingles which holds at a cost of $1,633
mite's top tourist attractions, the cooperation of the FSec, of heavy MSU surpass the county
in the county eat, Wadesboro, a drawing of the buildi
ret ec
populat- has toppled. National Park Ser- insp
Setos
rryic
.e and U. S. postal
ng. These oak blocks, spiked together and
now non-existent. Murray Nor- are being sold to finish
the de- enclosed in brick walls. It was ion of 5000 plus 146 years ago. vice employes discovered the
mal School was enacted in 1922 tails. Mrs. Charles Milliken,
Murray State University began 234-foot
In an.interview, hicGuire said
for- 20' X 20' and served six years
high redwood was down
and in operation in 1923. Both mer president of the
In 1923. The old courthouse carne
.
Kentucky when another Negro prisoner
when they went into the snow- there 'is not one single phase of
set
served in their first building Historical Society, and
local bus- fire to it and died in an escap Into existence 100 years earlier. covered area of the park Friday. the U. S. economy untouched by
e
until larger accommodations we- iness woman, directed the
pla- attempt. A fburth jail had been Both are sound, usable and a The tunnel - eight feet wide, nine the forger. It can be the forged
re
necess
monument to the rugged, ambit- feet high
ary.
que-maki
iiewtit, _
ng
.
and 26 feet long- was check, the stolen credit card,
ordered when Marshall and CallUnique in appearance, the old
toes, persistent, progressive pe- carved throug
University President Dr. Har- oway Counties divided and
h the tree in 1881 the painting by a "master", the
the
temple of justice occupies a ry M.
--,r1,-- --:=•••
-...p,
Sparks, who will receive county seat located in Murray. ople who got here first,and those for stagecoaches after fire dam- check or money order lifted from
-..
"comfortable front stall as a the
,
•
:
1 =
who have continued to live up to aged its base,
• „,.614..
a mail box and cashed, the coun.,
building. at He
After the establishing of the
spectator" and views the high- Indica
terfeit greenbacks.
ted. luf, will atteMpt to in- land office in 1821 and the openin their heritage. Surely the older
g
rising cbrmitories on the south clude
McGuire estimates that about
the landscaping in the cam- of a road, and ferries acros building "is content to sit down
. ..- '4010,'•
s and watch" for what lies ahead
and west; the modern classroom pus plans.
Kentucky Camping
55 per cent of the forgers are
the
Clark'
s
Tenne
and
ssee
Rivbuildings and the football stadium
for herself, MSU, Murray and
"amateurs" - that is, criminals
Furniture is being made to ers, Wadesboro became
a mecca Calloway County.
on the south west; the location meet
FRANKFf)RT. k.(I 1)1) A or an irregular basis.
the original specifications: for searchers of rich soil,
But he
water,
of the future athletic stadium on "A judges
new folder on camping in Ken - aid there are
Seated en the Mops of the old brick house
some 2,000 "hard
bench 3' high; 3' wide and good hunting. Land sold
built
by
Col.
the
first
north
tucks
and the flow of students and 12' long. One
being offered free by core pros" roaming the
Jaen Murray, when he came to settle In
large bench for for a $1 per acre, some for $1.25.
country
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the Kentucky Department of "hanging raper
esunty soot of Calloway County, these school boro, the first going by as well as local folk the jury and 1 good
" - the law enseat
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Then
for
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the
prices
into
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ed to as Iowan
and tourists who stop to view use
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the honeysuckle-covered undergrowth that
Inform
ation,
Capitol forcement agencies term for the
of the Council. The restora- 12
covers most of the the old
cents per acre. The popu- To Sound Off
structure.
sites whore the old courthouse, the lolls,
AFIIIPY Frankfort. Ky. 40601. operation.
tion committee is not sure what lation was 5,164
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1823.
A
native
we located. It is believed that this land is still
Calloway historian, the good seat should
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market a "Speaker
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e. This Corner- model
relic when it was about to be events
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recorded in legal books was about the cost paid for
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Reg. 6.25 gal.
SALE
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•

Outside

WHITE
SALE

SPRED
LUSTRE
SALE $4.50
Reg. 7.50 gaL

roll

gallon

HOUSE PAINT

CARPET
TILE
• SALR E 50°

gallon

Roc.kspar

•

gallon

Odds & Ends

VARNISH

Porch & Floor

PAINTS

Reg. 7.93

ENAMEL

$2.90

Reg. 6.75 gal.
gallon

50'

gallon

Mrs. F. H. Graham, historical
er, Is checking her notes made mut genelliMkal researchfrom deeds In connection
with Cattovray County's first
courthouse. Most of the date
provided in the application for •
vided by Mrs. Graham and the latehistorical marker was proJohn C. Waters.

Glidden

Ozite

- 'SALE $2.90
County Judge Hall McCuiston continues to promote the
rosters/ton of the first Calloway County courthouse by coesserating with his fiscal court In furnishing $100 to match
flu, sante from the City Council to erect the old building on
the Murree State University Campus. Mrs. McCuiston Is the
Judge's appointee to head the restoration effort He devotes
personel
th• use of his office for the committees
who work en.plenues that hold • replica of the courthouse.

WALL
PAPER
10'
sine.

•

p.

1 1 104fth,*14,-

1

as low as

$3.65

PAINT
Reg. 7.50 gaL

a

c-

4" PAINT BRUSH with purchase of 2 or more gall
ons
-4*k
of paint at retail price!
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,
t /
•

SPRED-SATIN
The old ceurthouse is enclos
ed In this residence, the
left half of it, having been
there
yriginal site in Wasiesbore in le45.since its removal from the
The logs were discovered
when the residence was razed
perking lot. Located en South In 1466 to make room for a
Fourt
house was known as the Mrs. Sallie h and Elm Streets, the
Humphrey (Mr. B. G.)
home.

r c.jr0- 'PI

Spring Paint Sale

Glidden
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Monshors of the Calloway County Retired Teache
rs' Association are making plagues of the loft-over
hand-rlved
Cyprus shingles treed in covering the restored
first
house of Calloway. These plaques holding • charco courtal drawing of the old building are sold as a moneymakin
g project
for the endeavor. Mrs. Charles D. Milliken, standing, forme
president of the Kentucky Historkal Society, and presid r
ent
of the local Art Guild, directs the making of
theso
sRetired teachers at work are, left, A. A. C•rman,Olmiu•
former
hoed of Murray State University's agriculture - department
;
Mrs. Reba Miller termer teacher in Peducah's Tilghman High
School; and L. R. Putnam, former member of Murray State
Liftiversitv's music deportment. Workers are In the offko of
the county 'lodge.

r a
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WO Dollars
very Day
By GAY PAULEY
WI Women's Editor
YORK UPI - Each minute
very working day, forgers)
$1,500 out of the American
omy. The total loss through
k forgery alone may well
ad $600 million a year; so
experts even predict a loss
er $1 billion this year.
permarkets, "sitting ducfor forgers, will lose $250
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yds, this means higher pr.
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from forgery must be made
e elderly, particularly those
ensions are especially vulble because
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does and are "very recto the printed word."
e rich also are vulnerable I art, coin or stamp forger-

'here literally is nothing outof a human being that can't
Dunterfelted," says E. PatMcGuire, a chemist turned
m who has delved into the
tcter and technique of the
ir and how we, the honest,
protect ourselves against
perations.
Guire became interested in
rs, operating as individuals a
s rings and many of them 4'
m, as a result of his work
government agents in ink
sis, his specialty as a chemIlls book, "The Forgers",
lc Publishing Co., BernerLe, N. 7., was prepared with
°operation of the FBI, Sec>ervice and U. S. postal
ctorS.
an.interview, McGuire said I
Is not one single phase of
. S. economy untouched by
mger. It can be the forged
the stolen credit card,
'
tinting by a "master", the
or money order lifted from
I box and cashed, the count greenbacks.
hire estimates that about
✓ cent of the forgers are
curs" - that is, criminals
Irregular basis. But he
iere are some 2,000 "hard
mos" roaming the country
lag paper" - the law enlent agencies term for the
Ion.

of Gasoline" from

Ss
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POE SALE

FINOT PIANO. Wanted, re- FOUR-BEDROOM brick home at
'possible party to take over 1000 airy Street. Key at IMMO THREE-BEDROOM brick house, 1982 FORD Fairlane, 4-door.
bow monthly payments on a No. 10th SL To rant contact full air condiUoning, all elec- sisclinder, $140.00. Phone 753tric, large living-dining room 3143 after 6:00 p. m. 116-P
spinet piano. Cm be seen ly Bob Gass, 1616
S. W. 10th Rt, oombinetion, large kitchen and 750.
cally.. Write Credit Manager, FL Latithodale
, Flo Phone 536- utility storage area, airport, on
P. 0. Box 276, Shelbyville, In 011d.
TIC extra large lot. Near Robert- 1982 NOVA 2-door hardtop, Idiam.
11,7-F
son School. By owner. CM1 -753- cylinder automatic. 1953 ChavNEW BRICK duplex. Two bed1292 clays or 753-8973 nights. mid Van, very good condition
• EFFICIENCY DESK mid with moms, central heat and airWANTED, sales manager for
M-8-C Call 753-8095 after 6:00 p.
conditionin
g, carpeted, large
30 'beets of paper 22" wide by
M-8-P locai retail store. Experience
15 month calendar to closets and storage. Available 2 ACRES about one mile out,
required. Ages 26 to 40. Apply
19133 CHEVROLET SS convert- in
31, 1970, printed across now. Phone 753-4575 before nice wooded
own handwriting giving age,
lot with 3-bedroom ible. Must sell.
Phone 753-7765. marital
the top of each sheet. Regular 9:30 a. m. or after 4:30 p. m. frame biome,
status, dependents and
large living room,
$2.89, Special price during May
II-8-C kitchen-dining roan combinaM4P two referenced.
Apply in care
only, $2.19. Ledger & Times
THREE-ROOMS and bath. Part. tion, large utility, electric heat DUE TO Uncle Sam, must sell of P. 0. Box 254 li, Murray,
Office Supply Store. M.12-NC
ly furnished. Sieve, refrigerat. good well awl storage house, my 1988 Dodge Coronet 440. /LO
M-12-C
Blue with white viral top. AuCRUISER-Chris-Craft, 75 H. P. or, and T. V. Phone 753-2329 $16,250.00, possession.
ANTED,
lady
_
to do baby letEvinrude; trailer; deeps 3;
M-8-C NICE NEW 2-bedroom home tomatic, power
ting and light housework. Boy,
VATICAN
SECRETARY
Pope Paul VI congratulates Jean Cardinal Viliot of
OF
fire
STATE
shout
miles
rho.
out
Low mileage. Local oar. 5
on one
sink, ice box, toilet, stove,
years of age, girl 3 years.
NICE 3-ROOM furnithed apart- OM wooded lot, ampet thro- Call 753-7402.
France ,right) after appointing him new Vatican secretary of state, replacing
Amleto
$1,500. In water at Slip 10,
111-8-C Monday through
ment in private home, quite ughout, nice kits*" fitilpieoe,
Friday, 8:00
Cardinal Cicognani (left l during ceremonies at the Vatican in Rome.
Criblephoto
Ken-Lake. K. B. Small, Cadiz,
neighborhood. All utilities fur- large utility, arise diedied, 1988 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4- a. m. 'tit 5:00 p. m. For inCy. 522-3906.
M-8-C nished including
door hardtop. Air, power steer- formation call 762-3802 days or
1
central heat only $13,000.00:
mid air conditioning. Two GOOD SMALL cabin in nice ing, vinyl top, $1,850.00. Phone 753-8130 nights.
JEEP your carpet beautiful de- Mocks from Univervity. Couple
M-8-C
Id4C
sub-division on Kentucky Lake, Phone 489-2303.
spite constant footsteps of a only. Mame, 753-1589.
11-8-C on 75 a 150 ft. wooded lot. 1967
AUSTIN
busy family. Get Blue Lustre.
HEALY 3000
water RoTtook only Mark DT, white convertible.
Rent electric shampooer $1. HOUSE TRAILER, 52' a 10'. commtuiltY
$3,250.00.
Mint condition. Price $2350.00.
Big K.
11.10-C 2% miles from Murray. $65.00 27 ACRES open land about 9 phone
753.4996.
per month. Phone 753-8231 or
M-12•C
miles
out
Highway
on
121,
375
753-7856.
M-8-C ft. highway frontage
14 PT JON BOAT with 9 H. P.
with nice
engine. Phone 753-8251. M4C REAL NICE new 2-bedroom building site, don't miss this WANTED TO BUY OR RENT
apsztment, ceramic tile bath, bargain at $8,800.00.
HOUSE TRAILER, 1 or 2 bedVe
cER MOWER, 29-inch cut.
air conditioner, range. Now ABOUT 40 acres good bottom rooms. Write Toro Kaldy,
2212
753-4890 or see at 319 available.
land
about
3
miles
west
of,
Phone 753-7437.
Qakland Avenue, Covington,
Irma.
Murray,
about
27
acres in pop- Ky. 41014.
M-120C
corn, buy now and get the
FURNISHE
D
4room
apartment.
rent, $12,000.00.
•
LOOT AIM POUND
USED BEDROOM, living room,
and kitchen furniture. Ocoee- Air conditioned, available in GALLOWAY Insurance and
LOFT:
Part mixed Collie, white
ionel their" sod tables. Call Jung for summer and fall. se- Real Estate Agency, Murray,
head,
mester.
body reddish brown.
Married
couple
only.
Ky.
Phone
753-5842.
M4
-C
7511-8215 attar five p. m. M4C
May be seen at Kelly's Peet
Child's pet. u seen call WSControl at 100 South 13th St. TWO-BEDROOM frame house, 3690 or 753-7921.
114C Dick Martin takes time outfrom
SLNGER automatic Zig-Zeg in
South fhth ektended. Conven
his antics on the Rowan and
4' x 8'
Walnut console. Makes all f.
lent looatMn. An ideal firs1
Martin show-TV's top-rated
Lovers
Art
For
'y rig-rig designs, plus makes
home, in a good neighborhood.
"Laugh-ln"-to have a thorough
NOME
button holes, blind hems, overPhone 753-8080 after 5:00 p. m.
NEW YORK (UPI)-A new health checkup. "The American
casts, sews on buttons, mono- JOHNSON Publbiliing Company
M-7-C
Cancer Society message," says
First Quality, No Seconds
art gallery, which
gram', all without attachments. will publish new directory.
Ls- 100 x 180 FOOT wooded lot in French art and sculpture, has Martin, "is a checkup once a
15 year guarantee. Pro, final dies will be calling in few days.
Camelot Subdivision. Phone been opened in .the Air France year as your first line of defense
balance of $48.58 or assume Your cooperation
appreciated. 753-8080 after 5:00 p. m.
against cancer."
• '
M-74 buitaini in Ne_w York.
monthly notes of $4.89. For free
M4-C
We specialize In Better Quality Panelhome trial call Paducah 442.
TWO-BEDROOM house, comELECTRO
8605 collect.
LUX SALES & Ser- pletely redecorate
M-12-C
ing at Reasonable Prices
d, wall-to-wall
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. carpeting. Ready
to move into
•
•
•
.18 FOOT Glamor Ski Boat. 90 IL Sanders. Phone 882-3178, on Olive Street. Phone 753NOMA OUU
ACROSS
5-Hostelry
June-2-C 8119 or 753-6209.
w horse Johnson motor. One Lynnville, Ky.
M-8-C
140
UOG0
0110
6-Symbol for
blend new set of Ads, 2 old sets, ON
1.-Distant
tellurium
UM MOON 0000
THE 10th day of May, 1989 BRICK
DUPLEX
apartment 4-Suits
2 gas tanks. Built-in radio.
7-Strip of issessr
0000
WOOU
MOO
at 2:00 p. m. at my home on building. Two bedrooms,
8-Metal fastener
liv- &Dance step
Phone 753-8782 after 5:00 p. m.
BOOM! 000M 120
Route 1, Almo, Ky., I will of- ing room, dining room,
11-Time gone by
9-Indefinite
kitchen
COMO= UMUM00
M-12-P fer for sale to the highest bidarticle
and bath in each apartment.
120 NUMB MOM
10 Blemish
der one model A-1 1958 Kama- For appointment to inspect, 13-Preposition
MOU MUD AU00
15-Keep hack
14-Monster
saki motorcycle, aerial number phone 753-4522.
MOM OVUM RN
1989 ZIG-ZAG in a bread
16-Reverence
H-ITC 17:Hurry
06297, for the purpose of satis19-Symbol for silver 18-Above
UMO W9n2 OS
cabinet. This nisiebine
A HOME for the large family. 20-Shoemaker's
21-Lucidly
•
•
DOM 00E10 OMOM
doserative designs, buttonholes,fying charges for storage and
tool
22-Fish limb
This spacious home has 5 bedWWI
OWN
MUM
sesis on buttons, monograms the purchase price of said mo21-Headgear
rooms, formal dining area, 2 22-Evergreen tree 29-Fish eggs
Is
Send embroderiee. Needs no at- tomycle under the statutes per24-Posseas
33-Crony (colloq.)
13-Compass point
bathrooms, large living room, /3-Repetition
34-Worthless
25-Re ill
44-Hold on property
tech:nate. 26 year guarantee. taining to Mechanics and Ma2.5-High mour.tain
leaving
46-Secret agent
26-Parent
Ideal for the beginning seam- terialmen's liens. The right to den. Chain link fence with at- 26
35-Gratuity
47-4reek letter
Eat
(collo%)
is reserved to the under- tractive hedge included in
stress or the devoted
37-Parent
48-Period of time
in
27-Be
debt
28-Chicken
landscaping.
signed, J. D. Williams.
98-Lean-to
49-Things, in law
maker. Full balance, $32
28.-Hasten
29-Damp
39-Heaps
51-Babylonian
NEW
A
4
-bedroom
brick
in
the
H-M-244
29-Pale
$1.50 weekly..For free
91-Soak
40-Cubic meter
deity
32-Plaything
41-Temporary bed 53-Prefix: not
trial call Paducah 442-8606 col- FARM BUREAU Office, moved city school district. A well ar- 90-Printer's
Malture
ranged
floor
plan,
exposed
lect.
M-12-C to new location. 309 South 5th beams in the
family room, for- 31-Told
2 3
6 -7
9 10
M-19-C mal dining area, double garage 33-River in Italy
1968 MOBILE HOME, 84' x 12', Street.
35-Number
11
2
4
and patio.
3 bedrooms, like new. Priced
36-Decay
DOLLAR a Car load Night
reasonable. Call 7534481. 114P at the Murray Drive-In Theatre HAVE YOU been looking for r7-Deface
15
16
17
9
a house with a fireplace? We 38-Part of fireplace
1%-TON Vornado aboondition- next Friday night...The oar have just the one. This brick 40-Crafty
ew -o.o21
41-Young horse
with
the most people in it will house
er in good condition. Will sacis located close to the 42-Part of body
4
lifice. Phone 435-4443.
M-8-C receive a pass for future use University and has 4 bedrooms, 48-Pigpen
at the Murray Drive-in.
27
14 FOOT aluminum boat, near- Everyone in the car will re- 2 baths, den, living room, large 46-Nivel of land
•
45-Spanish article
kitchen,
built-in
appliances
and
30
ly new 20 horse Johnson motor. ceive a pass.
46-Bishoprit
M-8-C double carport. Priced at
only
Phone 753-7658.
47-Conjunction
M411
$24,500.
.
50-Profound
A 4-BEDROOM brick almost 52-Ceremony
38 39
10
11
WANTED TO RENT
completed on Audubon Drive in 54-Before
.42
56-Declare
Keeneland Subdivision. TasteWANTED: One or
fully decorated, carpeting and 56-Verve
1 MOWER AND TILLER
4.5
46
=humbled housetb.
47
57-Ethiopian title
48 49
o:
lracity
ni you-leas vinyl
floors, 2 full
REPAIRS
limits on paved road. Must have
so
31
7
baths,
51
attached
DOWN
garage.
Very
- Also Rentals running water and bath Rent
BILBREY'S
53
reasonable. Phone 753.1918 be- reasonably priced.
I-Novelty
•••••
36
2-Mature
207 MAPLE ST-. MURRAY
210 Main
Phon• 7534417 fore 5:00 p. m., and ask for A CLASSIC tri-level with 3 bedKY
4207 1
rooms. Professionally designed, 3-Spin
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Sc.
PHONE 502 753-6583
TYC Mary.
4-Fall short
TFNC spiral staircase,
formal dining
room, fireplace, abundant closet
apace. A very large home which
affords the ultimate in privacy
and the pleasure of convenient
living. Double garage, Landscaped. Call now for a showing of
SOUNDS CRALY BUT
this fine home.
DIDN'T ALL OF HIS
NOW FIGURE POP'S DREAM1N'
NEW 7-ROOM Provincial Style
LAST THREE DREAMS
brick home. All built-in appli- AGAIN. AND WHEN HE WAKES
COME TRUE?
HE'S
GONNA
UP
TEL.I.
US
ABOUT
ances, 2 bath rooms, formal
IT
AND
THEN
WE'LL
dining room, double garage. On
a large corner kit. You may se- SEE IF IT COMES
TRUE?
lect your own color scheme
for this fine home.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co, 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Ky. 7511-4342; Home Asses:
Donald R. Tether Mink
Bobby Grogan 753-4978, W. FadDailey, Jr., 7534702.
ITC

Cal

OUR 1st.

ANNIVERSARY

IZ

HERE COMES A TWO WEEK
SALE MAT YOU CAN'T MISS

--PiL431-8-throwthiVIAY 20th

PRE-FINISHED PANELING

:val.-feature

only '2.99 per sheet

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

mum moo won
acme

We have the builder distributorship on Westinghouse built-in appliances. Prices that you can't believe.
Check with us and see.
•

Wholesale prices on Carpet! 100% continuous filament Nylon Pile, sculptured pattern, tip sheared, F.H.A.
approved, only 3.99 per pildfuly others to choose from
at low, low prices._ s

rrs

SERVICE

- Phone 753-9131
ure Chest Stamps

V• anities by Kitchen-Kompact . . . check
tit 4nallOWOOd Or White with gold, only
34.75. Prices direct from factory to you on Kitchen Cabinets.

KEN-TEN

sSFF J
Glidden

Abbie'N Slats

BOY WANTED

SPRED
LUSTRE

keg. 7.50 gal.

by R. Van Buren

IMMEDIATELY

ISE PAINT

FOR

some
Ww as
'gg
gallon

UIRVKIIS OPPIIRSO

PAPER
ROUTE

ch & Floor
g. 6.75 gal.
gallon

LE $4.19

APPLY AT

LEDGER& TIMES

IONE 753-3612

EMMJNE0
rti4

I WILL DO baby sittbig in my
Phone 753-7718. M-6-P
COMPLETE POODLE grooming. Experienced and reasonable prices. By appointment only. For appointment call 7532088 after 5:00 p. m.
M-9-C
SENIOR COLLEGE student will
do odd jobs around your home.
Window waiting, hedge trimming; etc. Phone 753-8390.
M-12-P
WILL CLEAN up offices or
shop. Call 753-8470.
M-8.11

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Used chest of draw
en, good condition, reasonably
priced. Phone 753-1916 and ask
too Mary, before 3:00 p. tn.
TFNC

Abner
I DON'T CAPE
IF YOU ARE
HIS MOTIA ER-

NOBODY
SEES NUMBER

by Al Capp
MOLD
IT,
GUARD!!

I WILL
ACCEPT
FULL
RE
NSIBILITY -

120--

1

A VISIT FROM
CNItS. MOTHER
IS BOUND TO •
RING A BOY
A CERTAIN PEACE
AND QUIET
-'
r

DAT'S EY•ACTIS

wf)-%AT IT'LL
BR I NG PAY

,

p
IT

BOY,OFFICER- a i0.
_•

,

•

.4

es

-•

•

'• •••411r,L.•
•

•

,e1•4

-

TUE LltDOILIL & TIRES — 'Ural&
thent
to
the
9.
asstasd
Vaned
Weide ride if&
InoresePelican Performance
dug aid se dela the link tea as a trait.
reefedelhEity for wanks th- The imam Man bloods
of Budd aid Sidwatek are in.
entw
ar
r of&
chided la the group.
FL NN1ING0. ra-(4.
the glos, the
Wane would hem Isoligjowening
white pelicans,of
powers lit Aserhas
National Park lied • that
"schooling'. poi off with e
and Preleilme wooidaedlnite.
report sold be hintlors
lent results. :Nut contenV4fu
OBTAINS ORDER
WO ABBOTS
allow the terrnory In he toed il3
cook NIAITY
scoop up ortc fish, the her
IOWA! WAN
fat
meet U. S. military minima-4
birds congregate to furni a line
WITIs ITUSIONS
De VIRGINIA SINN1GEN
Ls.
across the 'Park's bays and
011 AMINTICANS
creeks.
"As a selfloveralig date we
Eh. swimming forward
AGANA, Guam UPI -TheWest- would be far we prnpared &an SANTA MONICA, Calif. UPI. in a band and beating 'their
ern Pacific Islands of Micronsda lia a trust teerflory In this the Actress Cootie Steven has ob. beaks on the water, the comwill negotiate for "free associa- dbadvanbges of millary use Of tallied a court order barring motion forces schools of flalu
her estranged
tion" statue with loose ties with our land," Salli said.
Eddie into pockets where the ram,
the United States if a report by
per- pelicans can take them' wholeNieman Craley, commissioner Fisher, from reinveint
the Micronesian Political Status for public affeirs of the Trust sonal possessions frail their ho- sale. \ acationeut sometimes ace
COM011991011 is adopted.
Territory, said be did not be- me. Fisher seed ION SWIM this take pleAze •- near the
The report listing "free assoc- lieve the report of the commiss- for divorce last milk den* Flamingo tourist facilities on
iation" as the first choice of the ion had been presented officially her with "mime oniony." A Florida Bay .
few deys later, leen Steveos
isbuids coniposing the U.S. Trust to U. S. authorities.
filed a cross complaint She chTerritory of the Pacific was re.
arged "mental cruelty." Superleased last month on Palau Island
Prime Objective
George Worthington Cater
ior Court Judge Edgard R. Bra- made more than 300 products
by ateismittee of native congressman& an a territory-vide tour.
"While this may be their pri- nd Thursday issued a restraining from peanuts.
•
A Tomo Territory offtcial on me objective, they understand order after Miss Stefan said
•
Saipan said the report will be that this is not necessarily an In an afftdavitt "I am fearful
submitted to the Micronesian co- immediate objective," Craley in my absence that Mr. Fisher,
*4*
ngress for approval this summ- said. "It might take 5 or 10 unless restrained by the court,
The averagejantiary temperaer.
years but they certainly don't will remove my clothing and
The Micronesian News Ser- want to wait another 20 years." possessions from our home." ture in Fairbanks, Alaskaoia -- 1 I
degrees.
vice qwted the chairman of the
The Trust Territory has 2,141
Political Status Commission,/A- islands scattered over 3 million
earns Salii, as saying the alter- square miles of the Western
native to a "free association" Pacific. The Caroline, Marshall
would be independence but that and Mariana lei:Inds not Includwould -bring economic hardship ing Guam, sites of several World
and administrative difficulties." War II battles, make ip the territory's three major archipelagChoose Free State
oes. The total population is atout
100,000 on the 98 inhabited islanSalii said, "We chose a tree ds.
state because the continuetinueBefore the 30th century, Spain
tion of a colonial kind of status and Germany claimed many of
would prove degrading to Micron- the iciareis After World War I,
esians and unworthy of Amer- Japan held a League of Nations
ica."
mandate over them.
"The basic ownership of these
In 1947. the United Nations

Pacific Isles
Favor Loose
US.Union

•
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castianns

P11014:441S AAANOONOB
ILKTOSAL COLTON
NIXON CALLS ON
COLLIOBS TO SNOW
MOO -BAMBOO!"
TO RIVOLUTIONANIS

MOM
SONS MON
Of N.seem
amuse W
BY CNIONSTW•

VINT CONO ANNOUNCI
TINY All BODY POI
-DISCUSSION, MO
°DNB wrier AT
P
e •

MAY
NOM AWAY
FROM POUCY
Of ISOLATION

INIMANOING IFTUtN
Of POONA. APANM
WAWA/ MONTS ATTACK
OWE NUMSTIIII3 NOM
AND u S MILITAIT
COMPOUND IN TOKYO

WY PLANO'
WIJAID MOT
Off N

SOS IS POMMY
Of BOLIVIA FOLLOWING
MATH OF SAMISNTOS
IN INUCOPTI. CIASH

MOSCOW 0555415
ROMANIA'S DEMANDS
FOB WOPINCTENCE
WITHIN SOVIIT BLOC

S U.S.
"
2 NATIVE
Mai
CUOMO wers-eest
TAT MAMMON 111
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NEw uLAC FOR NEW FIRST LADY- Mrs.
smells a bouquet from a newly-developed
sented to her at the White House. The new
named for the late Gen Dwight David

Richard Nixon'
MAC plant preplant was to be
Eisenhower

NYAHHAYAHH RED BARON!
The formula for the new Hart's White Bread IS
safe! The wicked Red Baron has been corn-.
pletely routed, and Snoopy is back safe at
the aerodrome. Our World War I flying ace's
cleverness, plus the help 'of thousands of
helpful plane spotters, completely thwarted
the Baron. But have we seen the last of him?
Let's not worry about that. Things look great
at the moment and this calls for a victory celebration. Might as well include a loaf of new
Hart's White Bread in the feast.
Hip hip hurray!

MORE TENDER,
MORE TEMPTING„
MORE NICE

1V4
erskie.spec Beek In 1957 sit seems like only jeesterdays
first class postage cost 3c an ounce the price went to 4c
in 1938: Se _la.1901111. and 6c in MM. Corning up 7c.
---- • ---

NEW HART'S BREAD
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